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A golfing sage
If you’ve watched tournament golf over the last
20 years, the soothing, learned voice of Butch
Harmon will be very familiar to you. His
knowledge and understanding of the game
have hugely enhanced coverage of the sport in
this country and we should count ourselves
fortunate to have him.
Such is the humility of Harmon and his desire to talk about the
tournaments, the players and the challenges they face that his own
tremendous impact on the game is sometimes overlooked. Robin Barwick
addresses that oversight in a wonderful interview with the great golﬁng
sage on page 48. The piece reminds us that Harmon, now 77, has
transcended generations of golﬁng greats, learning from each and passing
on the golﬁng wisdom he’s gleaned.
From his early days on course with his father, accompanying the likes of
Hogan, Snead and Palmer, through to his work with Norman, Woods and
Mickelson, Harmon has been involved at the very pinnacle of golf. His
memories and his philosophy on the game make for fabulous reading.
In this issue we welcome another star of Sky TV’s golﬁng coverage, Sarah
Stirk, as she pens her ﬁrst monthly column. We’re delighted to have teamed
up with Sarah and her considered insights on the sport will add greatly to Golf
Monthly’s offering. This month’s pertinent column focusing on the mental
health issues faced by today’s top male and female players conﬁrms it.
Sarah has spoken on and been an ambassador for the role of women in golf,
both on course and behind the scenes. Her involvement in, and knowledge of,
the male and female games puts her in a position to comment on and
inﬂuence a route towards parity between the sexes within golf. We are
committed to delivering more coverage of the women’s game, not because of
a fainthearted effort at virtue, but because the quality of women’s golf merits it.
Online, we’re producing ever more women’s golf content, with extensive
recent coverage of the Aramco Team Series a good example. In the
magazine, this issue contains excellent
features on Sophia Popov and the 1992
Solheim Cup and instruction with golﬁng
legend Annika Sorenstam.
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YOUR VIEW

The pick of the letters and emails to hit the
Golf Monthly offices this month
Grassroots support

It is really encouraging to see
my current playing level
reﬂected in my handicap.
My existing handicap felt
totally out of sync with the
way I am playing now, and
was based on some good
rounds several years ago. The
old system allowed my
handicap to come down
rapidly after a good round in
good conditions, but adjusted
so slowly to my poor rounds,
which, sadly, become the
norm as I become older.
The new handicap was also
largely based on those lower
scores from a good summer,
years ago. However, the

I might be an old traditionalist,
but I ﬁnd the plans to create a
super league for the already
mega-rich ‘elite’ golfers totally
abhorrent. I am encouraged
that major names like Rory
McIlroy are against it, but
disheartened that so many
others are in favour.
Golf has only recently
released the shackles of
elitism and the old boys’ club
mentality when it comes to
members, joining fees,
exclusivity to the clubhouse,
etc. If this plan goes ahead,
the focus will only be on elite
players who don’t need the

more cards I put in, the more
my handicap reﬂects my
current state of play. After an
initial rise, it is encouraging to
see reductions based on my
actual game on the day. I used
to feel almost scared of putting
in a card, but now I relish it, with
the added bonus of seeing that
my game is sharpening up and
I am playing better. Win, win.
Philip Moxon, via email

Abuse of the system

I am a becoming increasingly
concerned about the WHS and
what I see as abuse of the
handicap system. I regularly
play with friends in Opens and

in association with

Letter of the Month
Rory described
the super league
as a ‘money grab’

money playing for million
dollar purses. The grassroots
golfer will be forgotten.
It is already difﬁcult enough
to get onto the European Tour
as it is; so many fall by wayside
because of the cost of trying to
play in challenger/EuroPro
events. I just wish the ridiculous
amounts of money were
ﬁltered down to aspiring
golfers trying to make a living
playing the game they love.
Tim Greaves, Southampton

A positive change

I like the new handicap
system, and I particularly like
how easy it is to submit a
scorecard for a casual round.
12

I recently lost my wife of 43 years to a 20 year battle with cancer.
A very sad time for me and my family was made more bearable
by being able to get out and play our wonderful sport. I’ve been
a golf club member for many years and to be able to get out
and play with friends, to breathe the fresh air and enjoy the
scenery, the wildlife and the exercise has benefited both my
physical and mental health. The 19th hole banter is also a
reminder that life goes on and without all of this, I feel I would
have struggled even more. I feel so lucky to be hooked on this
beautiful game.
Malcolm Gregory, Mapledurham Golf Club

Golf can offer so
much, especially
during tough times

Crossword compiled by Tait

also in senior team matches.
Over the last few months I
have seen an increasing
number of scores of 50+
Stableford points being
posted by pairs in better ball
competitions, and witnessed
so-called 20 handicappers
posting rounds with seven or
eight gross pars and gross
birdies to boot.
It’s apparent that many
golfers and their clubs are not
encouraging members to
place scores via the Golf
England app to update their
handicap. I am positive about
what WHS can bring, but if
clubs do not take steps to
stamp out these rogue golfers
who do not post scores, I fear
WHS will fall into disrepute.
Craig Smith, via email
Editor’s reply:
I fully agree with you that clubs
should be encouraging
members to put in as many
general play scores as possible
in order for the WHS to work
most effectively. The idea is
that it should produce
handicaps more
representative of current
ability and it can only do that if
people put their scores in.
I think the issue is that it’s
quite a change of culture for
many people who are used to
playing a handicap-counting
round once a week or even
less frequently. My hope is
that, given a little time, the
culture will shift and it will
become the norm that rounds
will be played against
handicap with just the odd
practice game or match play
contest not going towards it.

CROSSWORD
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Across

7 First target? (7)
8 Championship course
at Turnberry (5)
9 The only Masters winner to
hail from Augusta (4)
10 St Andrews 17th (4,4)
11 Slopes raises money (7)
13 Andre tweaks a green
design (5)
16 Sinks shots with side spin (5)
18 Assessing a green perhaps
in Berkshire (7)
20 He topped the 2003 and
2004 European Tour Order
of Merits (5,3)
22 Carry – for those who do not
want to carry! (4)
23 Close match with inaugural
Seniors’ British Open winner
in 1987 (5)
24 Ryder Cup venue which saw
a miracle (7)

Down

1 Am into redesigning 1944
USPGA course (6)
2 Bare lie at Carnoustie’s 5th (4)
3 Disputes ran up Prestwick’s
15th (7)
4 The basis of links courses (4)
5 Florid layout of Essex course (6)
6 Place to get a drink at one
of Royal Portrush’s holes (6)
12 Sussex club (3)
14 Finish at St Andrews 9th (3)
15 Shy here to reveal where
Nelson won USPGA in 1940 (7)
16 Oldest national open in
Continental Europe (6)
17 A former World No.1
ranked golfer yet has never
won a Major (6)
19 BBC Overseas Sports
Personality of the Year in 1986
and 1993 (6)
21 Course at Wentworth, Saunton
and Royal Melbourne (4)
22 Can’t hit it perfectly at first
with this shot (4)

WIN!
The letter of the month winner receives a year’s supply (six dozen) of the best Titleist golf ball for his or her game
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Rahm roars to first
Major at Torrey Pines
After seven top-tens, you’ve
finally got over the line in a
Major. How does it feel?
It’s incredible that I’m sitting
next to this trophy. A couple of
weeks ago, I watched my good
friend Phil win the USPGA, and I
took a lot of inspiration from
that. I’ve been close before, and
I just knew on a Sunday, the way
I have been playing the last few
Majors, I just had to be close.
How did you stay so calm
when the pressure was on?
I might have looked calm. I was
not calm. I wish people could
see our heart rate when we’re
playing in those moments
because that was tense. But
you practise to let your body
basically take over, right?
That’s what I did. I think the fact
that I stayed patient and
hopeful, and I believed that
something good was coming
my way, is what helped.
And you’re the first Spaniard
to win this title...
I can’t even believe I made the
last two putts, and I’m the first
Spaniard ever to win a US Open.
This was definitely for Seve. I
know he tried a lot, and usually
we think about him at The
Masters, but I know he wanted
to win this one most of all. I just
don’t know how to explain it.
15
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Matilda Castren became the first Finnish woman to win on the LPGA Tour at a foggy Mediheal Championship

A week after losing her World No.1
spot to Nelly Korda, Jin Young Ko
won for the first time in 2021 at the
Volunteers of America Classic

16

SHARPEN

GROOVE SHARPENER

REPAIR

3-IN-1 PITCH REPAIRER

Australian Lucas Herbert won the Irish Open at Mount Juliet by three shots. The wire-to-wire
victory was his second European Tour title after last year’s triumph at the Dubai Desert Classic

DRAW

BALL LINE MARKER

Did you know?
The longest play-off in PGA Tour
history was ended by darkness
after 11 holes at the 1949 Motor
City Open at Meadowbrook
Country Club. Cary Middlecoff
and Lloyd Mangrum were
declared joint champions.

ALIGN

BALL MARKER AND PUTT ALIGNMENT

Harris English holed a 20-foot birdie putt on the
eighth play-off hole to take the Travelers
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Nelly Korda lands first Major title and
claims top spot in world rankings
Nelly Korda secured her
maiden Major title at the
Women’s PGA Championship,
defeating Lizette Salas by
three shots to become the first
American World No. 1 since
Stacey Lewis in 2014.
The 22-year-old began the
final round tied for the lead
with Salas, five shots clear of
their nearest challengers. It

Renato Paratore
Three missed
cuts in a row has
seen the twotime European
Tour winner
sliding down the
world rankings.
He’ll be hoping to
find some form
in the second
half of 2021.
18

was always likely to descend
into an 18-hole shoot-out and
that’s exactly what played out
at the Atlanta Athletic Club.
But it was Korda who made
the decisive move. The
Floridian carded her second
eagle of the round on the
par-5 12th to move four clear
with just six holes to play.
Although a double-bogey on 15

Martin Kaymer
After three
consecutive
missed cuts, the
former World
No.1 finished T26
at the US Open
and runner-up
at the BMW
International
Open the
following week.

Korda en route
to a maiden
Major victory

GOOD
MONTH
BAD MONTH

made it interesting, she would
not be denied, finishing off her
second straight victory with a
closing 68 for a 19-under total,
which included a tournament
record-equalling 63 in the
second round.
“I’ve put in a lot of hard work
and to finally get a Major... I
don’t even have the words,”
Korda said. “This is something I
have worked for since I was 14.
Since I played in my first
tournament I wanted to be a
Major Champion and to get it
done here, it’s really special. I
just tried to keep a level head
and take it one shot at a time.”

Sami Valimaki
Early exits at the
Scandinavian
Mixed and the
Irish Open made
it four missed
cuts in a row for
the talented Fin,
who has now
fallen well
outside the
world’s top 100.

Bubba Watson
But for an untidy
finish, Watson
could have won
the Travelers
Championship
and backed
that up with a
T6 finish at the
Rocket
Mortgage
Classic.

Illustration: benhaslerdesigned.me

Numbers game
Viktor Hovland became the
European Tour’s first ever
Norwegian winner with a
two-stroke victory at the
BMW International Open.

Nelly Korda hit 120 of 144
greens in regulation in backto-back wins at the Meijer
LPGA Classic and Women’s
PGA Championship.

120/144

In winning the US Open, Jon
Rahm earned $2,250,000
and got back to World No.1
for the third time.
1980
2000
2020

The PGA Tour’s average
driving distance in 2021
is 295.9 yards. In 2000, it
was 272.7 and in 1980, it
was 256.5.

256.5 yds
272.7 yds

Harris English birdied the eighth
play-off hole to beat Kramer Hickok
at the Travelers Championship. They
played the 18th hole six times and
the 17th twice.

295.9 yds
Edoardo and Francesco Molinari
both made the cut at Torrey Pines in
the US Open. The last brothers to
achieve this at the event were Joe
and Jumbo Ozaki in 1993.
From August 2007 through to the
2008 US Open, Tiger Woods
played in 11 tournaments and
won eight of them. He finished
2nd, T2 and 5th in the other three.
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T A L K I N G

P O I N T

Will the Olympics ever
rival the Majors?
The return of the Olympics after world’s best players, something
a five-year hiatus has rekindled that clearly isn’t the case at the
the question of whether winning moment. The likes of Dustin
Johnson, Louis Oosthuizen and
a Gold Medal will ever rival
winning a Major. At this moment Tyrrell Hatton have eschewed
in time, it’s hard to make a case the Games, with reasons
ranging from
for ‘yes’ given the history
coronavirus to
and traditions of golf
NO YES
prioritisation of the
and the prestige
6%
94%
WGC-FedEx St Jude.
attached to
Given how
winning one of
quickly things can
golf’s four
change in golf, it
established giants.
seems odd so many
Still, The Open
players have decided
started as an eightnot to represent their
man event and The
countries at a global festival of
Masters had some early
sport. That said, you could make
struggles, so there’s clearly
a case for the field being
scope for things to change.
But, for the Olympics to really stronger than in Rio, so if that
trend continues, who knows
move up in stature, it needs to
where we’ll be in 50 years.
become a priority for all of the
1 0

Q U E S T I O N S

W I T H . . .

Mel Reid
Dream four-ball? Honestly, it
would just be me and three
friends playing a great course.

Which three players do you
take with you on a night out?
Bronte Law, Alison Walshe and
Jacqui Concolino.

Best moment in golf? My
breakthrough win on the LPGA
Tour. A lot of blood, sweat and
tears went into it over a lot of
hard years.

If you could have one career
mulligan, where would you
use it? Only one? There’s been
too many to name just one.

One Major or 10 more LPGA
Tour titles? A Major. I think they
are the hardest to win.
Rate your career out of 10?
Probably a 6/10.
Favourite app on your phone?
Instagram.
20

You can only play one golf
course for the rest of your life
– what is it? I’d say Royal
Melbourne in Australia.

One surprising thing people
might not know about you?
The fact I used to have a
juggling coach.
If you could add a course to
the Open rota, which one
would you pick and why?
Hillside. It’s a very underrated
golf course.

SOUND BITES

SHORT GAME

Photography: Getty Images, The R&A

BRIEFS

“I REALLY SHOULD BE OUT HERE PLAYING
GOLF TOURNAMENTS, ENJOYING MYSELF,
EVERYTHING ELSE IS GRAVY FROM HERE.
IF I DON’T HIT ANOTHER SHOT, IT’S BEEN
A GREAT RUN. BUT I’M NOT READY TO
WALK AWAY”
Graeme McDowell feels he has more to achieve
amid recent struggles for form

Renamed R&A World
Golf Museum opens
After an extensive
redevelopment, The R&A World
Golf Museum in St Andrews
has been opened.

England Golf relaunches
membership campaign
In a bid to sustain golf’s recent growth,
this digitally led campaign, which includes
consumer and club-focused content, as
well as case studies with tour players,
aims to showcase the benefits of club
membership to new and existing golfers.

“IT SEEMS LIKE US AS PLAYERS, WE’RE
JUMPING THROUGH SOME HURDLES AND
DODGING BULLETS AND THEY’RE HAVING
32,000 FANS A DAY AT THE TOURNAMENT”
Rickie Fowler on the strict Open
Championship Covid-19 protocols

Bale lends support
to Cazoo Open
Gareth Bale has become a supporting
partner of his national event, this year
named the Cazoo Open.

“NEVER ASKED FOR IT AND I F******
HATE IT”
Byeong-Hun An wasn’t happy with being
drawn in the first game of the day for the fourth
time in seven events

“I SNEAKED UNDER THE ROPE AND WAS
STANDING RIGHT BEHIND HIM. HIS GLOVE
WAS STILL IN HIS BACK POCKET. I COULD
HAVE REACHED AND GOT IT AND RAN”
Rory McIlroy on the first time he saw Tiger at
the 2002 American Express Championship

15
15 of the 16 winners of LPGA Tour
events this season have used
Titleist golf balls.

STATS

0
Joaquin Niemann didn’t make a
single bogey during regulation at
the Rocket Mortgage Classic.
21
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By Peter Finch

Fairway
wood pointers
Top 25 Coach Peter Finch highlights the difference
between hitting woods off a tee and the fairway

Off the tee
Angle of attack with a
wood will vary a little
between tee and fairway
duties. Off a tee you will
normally want to hit up a
little more. Don’t be afraid
to experiment with tee
height to see what helps
you deliver your optimum
angle of attack. People do
too many drills and not
enough games, so a bit of
experimenting is always a
good thing.

Fairway faults
People fear that with very
little loft and the ball on
the ground, they need to
help it up. As such, they
lean back through impact
or scoop at it with the
hands, both of which
invariably lead to topping
it. Higher-lofted woods
may also help here as
many club golfers don’t
generate enough speed to
reap the maximum
benefit of lower-lofted
models off the deck.

Off the fairway
Many golfers hit their
woods well off the tee but
struggle off the fairway as
they’re still hitting up too
much. Off the fairway, your
angle of attack needs to
be a little downward still
– nowhere near as much
as with irons – because if
you hit up, the club will
bottom out too early. Look
to ‘bruise’ the ground after
impact rather than taking
a big divot.
22
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WHAT’S IN THE
BAG?

SP TTED
ON TOUR

Will Zalatoris
The American finished second at The
Masters and is inside the world’s top 50

Mini for Mick
USPGA champion Phil
Mickelson looked to be
using a TaylorMade 300
Mini driver at the Rocket
Mortgage Classic.

Driver

Fairway

Titleist TSi3, 9°,
Fujikura
Speeder 757
TR X shaft.

Titleist TSi3,
16.5°, Fujikura
Atmos Red 8 X
shaft.

Utility iron

T-Series teaser

Titleist U500,
20°, Nippon
Pro Modus3
Hybrid shaft.

Wedges

Irons

Putter

Titleist T100, 4-PW, True
Temper Dynamic Gold
Tour Issue X100 shafts.

Odyssey
White Hot Pro
#7 long.

GEAR NEWS
ROUND-UP

Ball

Titleist Vokey SM8,
50° and 55°; Titleist
Vokey Wedge
Works Prototype,
60°, True Temper
Dynamic Gold Tour
Issue X100 shafts.

Titleist
Pro V1.

Marcus
Harris
Armitage
English was
triumphed
at the
victorious at the
Porsche European
Travelers with Ping
Open with a Callaway
G400 woods and a Ping
Epic Speed driver
Scottsdale Hohum
and Srixon ZX7
putter from
Viktor
Lucas
wedges.
Nelly
2010.
Hovland
Herbert
Korda won
won
the
BMW
won the Irish
the Women’s US
International Open
Open with a
PGA using a Scotty
with
new
Ping
i59
irons,
a
TaylorMade
SIM2 driver,
Cameron Special Select
Ping G425 LST driver
TP5 ball and P7TW
Squareback 2
and
a
Titleist
Pro
irons but no
putter.
V1 ball.
5-iron!
24

We recently got a closer
look at the new Titleist
T-Series irons that are
starting to appear in
players’ bags on tour
and they look stunning!

Jaw dropping
Some new Callaway
Jaws prototype wedges
have been seen on tour.
A future MD6 perhaps?

THE GAME
DEBATE

Illustrations: Peter Strain

Should the club
championship be stroke
play or match play?
Stroke play
SAYS FERGUS BISSET

Match play
SAYS JEREMY ELLWOOD

At my club, four rounds of stroke play decide
The one thing you learn travelling around
the club champion for the year. I wouldn’t have
various clubs is that there is no set format for
it any other way as it establishes the best player
the club championship. At some it’s stroke play
and the rightful winner.
over a varying number of rounds; at others it’s
The vagaries of match play mean better
straight match play; and at others still it’s a
players can easily lose out over an 18-hole
combination of the two, most typically
sprint. A lesser golfer could produce a
stroke play qualifiers leading into a
blinding performance and knock out the
knockout phase.
The
results
favourite, only to be beaten soundly in the
There is obviously no right or wrong, and
next round as their form returns to normal.
I’ve never been a member of a club where
are in...
It can be then that you end up with two
match play plays any role in deciding the
unlikely candidates making it through to a
club champion. But I’ve often thought I
disappointing final, not really representative
would prefer that.
Should the club
of the talent in the field. It sometimes
Much as out on tour, a bit more variety
championship be
happens in the WGC-Match Play! In stroke
would make for a nice break from a steady
stroke play or
play, the cream will rise to the top.
diet
of club medals and Stablefords. But
match play?
When Martin Slumbers announces the
while there is a reluctance about too much
‘Champion Golfer of the Year’ on the final
match play on tour for fear of the ‘wrong’
green at The Open, there’s no doubt the
players progressing through from a TV
Stroke play
honour is hard won, fully deserved and
perspective, wouldn’t it be great at club
75%
Match play
justified. That player has beaten all in the field
level if the format allowed a few more
25%
to come out on top. At a slightly lower level
members to become contenders?
(although it means a great deal to those
Yes, the best players should still win, but
involved), it’s the same. The winner should
they might not do so quite as often as in
have beaten all entrants to earn their title.
stroke play, where their greater
A good thing about a stroke play
consistency comes to the fore. A less good
Have you ever won
championship is that more members will be
the club
player on a hot streak or someone who
championship?
involved competitively to the very end of the
mixes birdies with too many doubles might
event. There might be a finals day when the
just prevail in match play, whereas a stroke
last round of the men’s, women’s, juniors’ and
play triumph will probably always just
seniors’ championships are all played. That
elude them.
means more people around the club to
My best ever finish in a 36-hole stroke
Yes 22%
watch the final stages, better atmosphere
play club championship was third one
No 78%
and more chance of a party afterwards.
year when bad weather sent scores
Each club has knockout tournaments, and
soaring in round two, but that’s about the
these have an important place. Always
best I could ever have done. Perhaps I’m
throwing up some unlikely results, they’re
deluding myself, but if the stars had
What’s your view?
great fun, but should be used to find ‘match
aligned when I was in good form, I like to
Email
play’ rather than ‘club’ champions. For the
think I might just have had a bit more of a
golfmonthly@
latter, only stroke play will do.
chance in match play.
futurenet.com
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In February, Ben Hogan
suffered a near-fatal car
crash. He made his
return to the PGA Tour
the following season.

Bobby Locke won
the 1949 Open
Championship at
Royal St George’s.
The course didn’t
return to the Open
rota until 1981.

Five-time
Open
Champion
Tom Watson
was born on
September 4
in Kansas City,
Missouri.

The 1949 USPGA
Championship
offered $3,500 to
the winner of the
tournament. Phil
Mickelson took
home $2,160,000
for the same title
this year.

ELSEWHERE...

At the 1949 Ryder
Cup, the USA
overturned a 3-1
deficit to win 7-5.

George Orwell’s
classic book
Nineteen EightyFour was first
published.

The Geneva Convention
was agreed upon in
August and the North
Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO)
was established.
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THE GAME
LOVE TO PLAY
By Kevin Markham

County Louth
Co. Louth Golf Club has graced Ireland’s eastern
coastline since 1892. It is a links of infinite variety
and brilliance and yet it has a calm humility to it.
That’s hard to say when you’ve hosted two Irish
Opens and the East of Ireland Amateur since 1941.
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County Louth
GF €165wd,
€185we
Stats Par 72,
7,031 yards

The Tom Simpson and Molly Gourlay design
remains deeply entrenched and revered. The par
3s are especially strong, with three of the four
greens cleverly and deviously perched on dune
edges, but the two shortest par 4s, the 4th and

Photography: Kevin Markham

Near County Louth?
Why not play. . .

14th, deserve a special mention. The signature
14th (pictured), in the middle of a fabulous closing
stretch, plays from a high tee with the green
floating on a carpet of rising dunes. It’s a study in
links strategy… something true of every hole here.

Seapoint
GF: €40-€55
Dundalk
GF: €30-€45
Laytown &
Bettystown
GF: €45-€125
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THE GAME
NEW GEAR
By Joel Tadman

Srixon Q-Star
Tour Divide Balls
£34.99 a dozen

One product sure to catch your eye on the shelf
is the new Srixon Q-Star Tour Divide golf ball,
thanks to its unique split-cover design. It
comprises one yellow half and the other half of
either orange, red or blue, designed to assist
with putting alignment and provide increased
visual feedback on your chip and pitch shots.
On the greens, the Divide’s 360-degree line
allows you to see if your putts have been lined
up and struck correctly, while every shot will
produce a strobe effect to help show off the
speed and direction of spin.
The thermoplastic urethane cover on the
Q-Star Tour Divide is somewhat different to the
original all-white model – it has been infused
with bright pigments, rather than being painted
on. This creates the matte finish many golfers
enjoy, while still providing the high-contrast look
and tour-level stopping power golfers expect
around the greens.
Golfers still get the FastLayer core, which
offers distance and soft feel due to a gradual
transition from soft inner core to firm outer
edge. The 338 Speed Dimple pattern increases
lift and reduces drag to maximise distance.
The Srixon Q-Star Tour Divide golf balls are on
sale now in yellow/orange with an RRP of £34.99
a dozen. The red and blue colour options will be
available from August 15.

The matte
urethane cover
provides shortgame control
The two-tone
design is said
to help with
alignment

GM
says
This split system is far more
effective than a line when sizing up
putts. Plus, you get more feedback on
how the ball rolls on the greens
and spins on chip shots,
which can inform
technique
changes.
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There will be three
colours available:
orange, red
and blue

Puma Proadapt Alphacat
shoe £120
Puma’s new Adapt foam has
an impact-resistant polymer
for energy return and a solid
ground feel. Three colours.

Cobra King Tec hybrid £239
Features three adjustable
weights – two 12g weights and
a 2g weight – positioned in the
toe, heel or centre to alter
launch and shot shape.

Darren Clarke CBD oils £49
The former Open Champion
has teamed up with Sana
Lifestyle to launch a range of
CBD oils to help maintain
focus and reduce nerves.

Adidas Codechaos 21
Primeblue shoe £130
Made from Adidas’ primeblue
recycled yarns, which contain
more than 50 per cent Parley
Ocean Plastic from beaches.

MacGregor Mactec X putters
from £54.99
Available in four head shapes,
each with strong alignment
cues and milled Arc Tech face
inserts for a true forward roll.

Mizuno Elite glove £16
The palm is made from soft
Cabretta leather for feel and
grip, while the upper is made
of a synthetic material to help
maintain its shape.

Cobra King Forged Tec
Copper iron £999
Delivers the same powerful
performance as the original
with a fresh look. Also on the
King RF Forged MB (£1,099).

Bushnell Ion Edge GPS £169
Boasts a touchscreen display,
GreenView with moveable pin
placement, Dynamic Green
Mapping, shot distances and
up to six hazards per hole.

Big Max Aqua Style 3 cart bag
£249.99
A waterproof cart bag with a
14-way top and ten large
pockets. Weighs 2.2kg and has
a rain hood and battery pocket.

BEST 2021 SUNGLASSES

Oakley Mercenary £149
Rounded Prizm lenses
enhance colour and
contrast so you can see
more detail.

Adidas Matte Blue
Injected Sport £100
Light polycarbonate lenses
guarantee high visual
definition in all weathers.

Anti-scratch, ventilated HD
lenses with an oleophobic
coating reduce eye fatigue.

Bolle Bolt 2.0 £165
The Phantom photochromic
lenses provide 100 per cent
UV protection for enhanced
optical clarity.
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THE GAME
LAUNCH OF THE MONTH

By Joel Tadman

The putters are named
after iconic golf regions
around the world

The Soto is the only
bladed putter in
the new TP Hydro
Blast range

TaylorMade TP Hydro
Blast Putters £199
Aiming to deliver premium performance and
aesthetics, TaylorMade has launched the new
TP Hydro Blast putter collection. It comprises
seven designs to suit all strokes, including the
Bandon shape that has already been put in
play by Tommy Fleetwood and Dustin Johnson.
The new lighter, elegant finish is achieved by
applying a high-pressure stream of water to 303
stainless steel. Each model is equipped with a
white Pure Roll insert with grooves at a
downward 45° angle. This enhances topspin and
helps the ball start rolling end-over-end sooner.
The Soto is a classically shaped blade that
features flowing, rounded edges. It boasts a
single black sightline on the back cavity and an
L-Neck hosel, producing 40° of toe hang.
The Del Monte has a shorter blade length and
a wider area from front to back, which
translates into a more mallet-like feel while
32

The Soto model
best suits
players with lots
of rotation in
their stroke

maintaining the characteristics of a blade. It
comes in two models, one with an L-Neck and
the other a Single Bend hosel.
The tour-inspired double-wing design of the
Bandon helps frame the ball at address and
encourages forgiveness via optimised
perimeter weighting. Tommy Fleetwood first put
the L-Neck version in the bag at the RBC
Heritage in Hilton Head, South Carolina, after
testing numerous configurations. He found it
produced more centred strikes versus his prior
putter, which he tended to hit out of the heel.
Fleetwood has a long history of using blade
putters, and because this model features 22° of
toe hang, it made the transition to a malletstyle head seamless.
The Bandon 3 is the second iteration of this
model. It features a short-slant hosel with an
increased toe hang (32°), which produces even

The face insert is the
same as the one found
on the Spider X putter

1.

Q&A
BILL PRICE
TaylorMade product
creation, putter &
wedge

The dual-slot
cavity on the
DuPage is said to
aid alignment

What was the thinking
behind the concept?
The TP putters provide
‘classic’ performance vs our
successful Spider line that provides
more ‘technical’ performance. It is
designed to provide performance
with a simple approach focusing
on mallets. Since mallets are
played on tour between 65 to 70
per cent of the time, we wanted to
make sure our mallet designs and
shapes were tour preferred. The TP
line is also the only line of putters
where we sell classic blade putters.

2.

Did you consider having
solid milled faces rather
than an insert?
No – we have 20 years of research
that shows how an insert can
increase performance. Our Pure Roll
insert can provide 25 to 50rpm of
additional topspin. All golfers can
benefit from increased topspin as
the ball will bounce after it is struck.
The goal is to reduce the bounce
time and get the ball into a pure roll
as early as possible.

3.

more of a blade-like performance within a
mallet design.
As a modern take on the traditional mallet
design, the DuPage relies on unique visual
alignment cues and a dual-slot cavity to help
frame the ball at address. This face-balanced
putter features a single-bend hosel and is
better suited to players with a straighter stroke.
The face-balanced Chaska
revisits the original
TaylorMade Corza Ghost
design, with the familiar
circular alignment aid in the
back of the putter and three
sightlines on top to help start
the ball on line.
The TaylorMade TP Hydro
Blast putters are on sale now
with an RRP of £199 each.

What input did tour players
offer into the design?
The lighter finish was
something that our tour players
preferred. They liked the simplicity
of the light sandstone finish,
especially with the white Pure Roll
insert. The Bandon shape is an
approved shape on tour and the
simplicity of the head design
allows the wings to create a good
alignment feature for putting.

The Chaska boasts adjustable sole
weights to fine-tune the feel

“THE NEW FINISH OOZES CLASS
AND THE BANDON 3 MODEL, IN
PARTICULAR, SETS UP
BEAUTIFULLY BEHIND THE BALL”
Joel Tadman, GM technical editor
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Wayne Riley
I said in this column many
years ago that Jon Rahm would
be the world’s best player and
a Major Champion before too
long. He achieved the former
after winning the Memorial in
June 2020 and his maiden
Major triumph came after a
brilliant performance at Torrey
Pines in this year’s US Open.
He wasn’t just the best
player during the final round,
he was the best player by a
distance. As challenges fell
away on the fearsome back
nine, Rahm hit great shot after

might have added a Gold Medal to his impressive list of
achievements. To me, the field looks stronger than it was in 2016,
but it is a bit of a shame that a few high-profile players decided
not to make the trip.
I can understand people not going, don’t get me wrong. The
WGC-FedEx St Jude – a tournament with a lot of world ranking
and Ryder Cup points – is the following week and there’s a lot to
play for as we approach the FedEx Cup Play-offs. Also,
coronavirus is still prevalent and that’s surely been a
consideration – in 2016 we had the Zika virus and now there’s a
global pandemic to contend with. You also have to bear in mind
that professional golf is predominantly an individual sport.
But still, the Olympics only comes round every four years and it’s
an opportunity to represent your country on a global stage.
Professional golf is volatile and there’s no guarantee the players
who turned the Olympics down will be in a position to qualify in
2024 or beyond. I once turned
down playing for Australia in
the World Cup and it was a
decision I came to regret – plus
I got an absolute scolding from
my mum! I was fortunate I was
able to represent Australia in
1997 at Kiawah Island, but some
of the Olympic withdrawers
might not be so lucky.
I do think there perhaps
needs to be more on offer
from a medals perspective. As
it stands, there’s only a 72-hole strokeplay competition for the
men and women and it’s a long way to travel if your game isn’t
on and you suspect you don’t have much of a chance. Look at
swimming and cycling, for example – there are numerous Gold
Medals to compete for and you can leave a national hero like
Michael Phelps, Chris Hoy or Ian Thorpe.
It might be worth considering a number of different medal
events and formats – perhaps 36-hole strokeplay, individual
match play, team match play and mixed match play. Someone
could get hot and land three Gold Medals and that would be a
hell of a story.
My views on golf in the Olympics have changed since Rio, I
have to say. I now feel it should be in as it promotes the sport to
every corner of the world. Watching Justin Rose claiming gold in
2016 was awesome viewing and he’s now announced
everywhere he goes as the Olympic Gold Medallist, which I know
he really enjoys. It’s just such a cool thing to be a part of and I
really hope this year’s edition delivers yet more excitement and
persuades more of the top players to take part in Paris in 2024.

“I do think there needs to
be more on offer from
a m e d a l s p e r s p e c t ive”

A former
member of the
European Tour
and two-time
winner, Wayne
is part of the
Sky Sports golf
team. He writes
exclusively for
Golf Monthly
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great shot and rarely looked
troubled. It was one of the best
back-nine performances I’ve
seen in a Major and it’s all the
more impressive given what
happened to him the previous
week in Ohio.
He boasts amazing skill and
mental fortitude and there’s
no doubt in my mind that he’ll
win more Majors. There’s no
way he’s a one and done. He’s
so determined, too – he won’t
get distracted by what he’s
achieved and it’ll only serve to
add more fuel to the fire.
Rahm will be competing in
the Olympics in Tokyo and by
the time you read this, he

Illustration: Peter Strain

Eddie Pepperell
By the time you read this, you’ll
know who’s won The Open, but
I want to reflect on Jon Rahm’s
performance at the US Open. I
thought it was a remarkable
effort given what happened
two weeks before, when he led
by six shots going into the final
round of the Memorial but was
forced to withdraw after a
positive Covid-19 test.
Yes, that obviously meant he
was playing well heading to
Torrey Pines, but he’d have
been so deflated. It shows the
character of the man that he

He took a hugely important psychological step at the US Open.
He has all the physical tools, but that’s secondary to the ability to
produce your best golf when you’re under the most pressure. His
Major record up to that point was perhaps not quite as good as
you’d have expected – maybe something to do with his fiery
nature and struggles to stay patient during golf’s most testing
examinations – but now he’s taken the final step, it’s hard to see
anyone catching him.
He’s just had his first child and that does seem to have given
him a new-found sense of peace on the golf course. He already
had world-class physical ability, tremendous self-belief and an
incredibly competitive nature before his US Open win. Add to that
an enhanced mental level and it really does point to him being the
best player in the world for years to come.
What’s more, there’s really no part of his game that he needs to
drastically improve. That’s a great position to be in. I see him doing
what the likes of Sergio Garcia and
Jim Furyk have done their whole
careers, and that’s to remain very
level in terms of their focus and not
sway too far away from their natural
state. Given his natural state is being
the best golfer in the world, I think it’s
very ominous for those around him. I
could be wrong, but I don’t see him
making any errors in terms of
wavering focus or being distracted
from his ultimate goal of being one of
the best players in history.
I’m writing this on the eve of the Scottish Open and I’m thinking
about how he’s in the field and I’ll have to get past him if I want to
lift the trophy. You know that if you want to win a golf tournament
that Jon Rahm is playing in, you have to be at your absolute best.
It’s not that you’re afraid of him, but you know that he isn’t going to
go backwards. He’s reached a level now where he’s world class
and he’s supremely comfortable and confident in a competitive
environment. Not many people are in that category.
Tiger Woods was the obvious example back in his heyday, and
while I’m not saying Rahm’s name on a leaderboard exerts the
same psychological pressure, you just know that he’s going to be
pushing all the way. I think that’s oddly probably a good thing for
everyone else, as they know they can’t take their foot off the gas. He
doesn’t have the scare factor that Tiger had at this stage of his
career, but his peers know they need to up their games whenever
he’s sniffing around the lead.
It remains to be seen how he’ll push on from here, and something
unexpected could come along and derail him, but I don’t think he’ll
be overtaken at the top of the world rankings anytime soon.

“Now Rahm has taken the
fin al st ep , i t’s h a rd t o
see anyone cat ching him”

Our playing
editor has
recorded two
victories on
the European
Tour, including
the 2018 British
Masters, and
has 24 top-tens
on the circuit
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was able to do what he did just
a few days later.
As per the world rankings, he
only became World No.1
following his triumph at Torrey,
but his display there showed
why many, myself included, felt
he was the best player in the
world beforehand. Watching
him hit balls and seeing the
amount of shots he can play is
quite incredible, really. He’s
close to fulfilling all his potential
and, for me, it’s hard to see how
anyone gets near him in the
coming years, because he has
a lot of consistency to go along
with his knack of winning big
golf tournaments.
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Sarah Stirk
Hello everyone, and welcome
to my first Golf Monthly
column. I’ve been a presenter
at Sky Sports for eight or nine
years now and it’s a job I love,
but my role is less about giving
opinions and more about
asking the right questions.
That’s why I jumped at the
chance to write this column,
which, alongside the podcast
I’ve started with fellow GM
columnist Wayne Riley, will
give me a platform to express
a few more views on a game I
find compelling.

athletes. I find it fascinating listening to someone like Ian Poulter,
whose mental strength has been such a key part of his success, or
studying Tiger Woods and his ability to block out pressure.
That’s why I found Matt Wolff’s recent comments about his
struggles with mental health so important. We were all aware he
was shooting high numbers, but people put this down to the ebb
and flow of professional golf, rather than asking if anything more
significant was going on. He didn’t look happy at all and then
decided to take a break and disappeared for a couple of months.
So when he came back for the US Open at Torrey Pines and
spoke so candidly about his mental battles, I think it was a bit of a
wake-up call for a lot of people. We see these guys jetting off
round the world, living a great life and getting treated like royalty,
but the flip side of that is here’s a young player, 22 years old, who
has achieved so much already in his career, coming out and
saying he’s found the pressures of tour life difficult to deal with.
I thought it was very brave
of him to firstly take that time
out and then come back at
such a huge event and
publicly say what he said. He’s
a young kid at the end of the
day and I’ve got a lot of
respect for him doing that.
It was also significant to hear
Bubba Watson open up about
his problems and how he has
offered Wolff some advice on
how to cope. Bubba often gets
a bad press and can come across as rude or aloof if you catch
him at the wrong moment, but his comments about his personal
situation and how he needed to focus on what was really
important in life seemed to resonate with Wolff and many others.
One of those was Nelly Korda, who bounced back from a
missed cut at the US Women’s Open to win the next two
tournaments, the second of which was her first Major. The new
World No.1 said listening to Bubba talk helped her to put golf in
perspective and take the pressure off on the course. Ultimately
that allowed her to go out and perform to the best of her abilities
and her recent results speak for themselves.
What this shows is that the more these issues are openly
talked about, the better it is for everyone. We’ve made real strides
around the world with destigmatising mental health issues, but
there is still a long way to go. That’s why it is so vital for superstars
like Wolff to share their experiences and lift the lid on some of the
pressures of professional sport and life itself. Not only does it help
those going through similar things in the game, it can hopefully
get more people talking and benefit society as a whole.

“ M a t t Wo l f f ’s c o m m e n t s
were a wake-up call for a
l o t o f p e o p l e i n t h e ga m e”

Sarah Stirk is
a Sky Sports
presenter and
co-host of the
Stirkers and
Radar podcast:
Instagram @
stirkersand
radarpod
or Twitter @
stirkersradar
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I don’t get to play as much
golf as I’d like to these days
and my handicap is teetering
around 12, having got as low
as 6 at one point. However,
when I do get out there I’m
always reminded how great it
is for my mental health. When
I’m on the course it completely
absorbs me and stops me
thinking. For me, it’s the best
form of meditation and I find it
quite a spiritual experience.
This is obviously very
different to the experiences of
those at the top end of the
game, and I’ve always been
interested in sports psychology
and the stories behind these
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GM PROMOTION

The One Club
Priceless Open Championship Access

hat price would you
pay to secure tickets
and hospitality for The
Open before anyone
else, to have access to
Open-related offers and
competitions 365 days a year,
to view exclusive content from
The Open and even influence
the future of The Open itself?
How about nothing? It’s free to
become a member of The One
Club, and by joining up at
TheOpen.com anyone aged 16
and over can enjoy a raft of
benefits and experiences.
The Open is an iconic
sporting event showcasing
the pinnacle of golfing
excellence and
competitive drama. It
also delivers a unique
spectator experience,
travelling each July to
one of Great Britain
and Ireland’s famed
links courses. It’s one of
the hottest tickets in
golf and those tickets
are snapped up fast.
Members of The One
Club are given priority
access to both tickets
and hospitality for
each staging of The
Open Championship,
including next year’s
150th at St Andrews.

St Andrews
has seen
some iconic
moments
over the years

In fact, for next year’s
historic championship
at the Home of Golf,
tickets are in such high
demand that, for the
first time, a ballot for
tickets is being held.
The Ticket Ballot is open
to members of The One
Club until Monday 4
October 2021. Only members
of The One Club can enter the
ballot, with the results due to
be released in late October/
November 2021.
In addition to priority access
for tickets and hospitality,
members benefit from
exclusive offers and
competitions all year round.
On top of that, Golf Monthly is
running a competition this
summer offering the chance to
win an Open pin flag signed by
the winner of the 149th Open, as

well as a £500 retail voucher to
be spent on Open merchandise.
Visit golfmonthly.com to see
more details.
Another benefit is exclusive
access to Open content.
Videos such as Chronicles of a
Champion Golfer and the
Official Films from every Open
since 1970 are available to
members at TheOpen.com.
But being a member is not
simply about the great offers
and access, it’s also about
joining a worldwide
community of fans. It’s a
tremendous network of people
with extensive knowledge of
the game’s most historic
tournament, and members
are called upon to share their
views on how The Open might
evolve and progress through
member-exclusive panels.
The One Club is something
for all fans of The Open. Not only
does it offer the best route to
securing tickets and hospitality,
but it also provides superb
extras and even a chance to
shape championships of the
future. Not bad for nothing!

The Open, St Andrews 2022 is
set to be a huge occasion
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GM ASKS

What does a
golf club
committee do?

T

Former captain Fergus Bisset gives an overview of
what a committee does at a member-owned club
Photography GETTY IMAGES

he roles and responsibilities of
a golf club committee will
differ depending on the
management structure in
place, but an overview is that
it’s a group of volunteers
elected to represent the
interests of members as
stakeholders in a club. The
objective is to maximise the
value of members’ investment
by delivering the best possible
product, both on the course
and within the club.
The committee should
comprise representatives

for different areas of golf club
life. These will report back to
the committee, with senior
committee members taking
overarching responsibility.
A fundamental committee
responsibility at a memberowned club, and the one most
likely to keep committee
members up at night, is
ensuring ongoing financial
solvency. A member-owned
club won’t aim to turn
‘Amazonesque’ profits, but it
must break even and have
financial security and flexibility
for inevitable
capital projects.
Whether done
by a finance
convenor,
sub-committee
or employee
with committee
oversight,
income projections, the setting
and checking of budgets and
the ongoing monitoring of
income and expenditure is
crucial. The figures will dictate
subscription rates and
influence everything from the
price of roasted peanuts to
employee salaries.

“The committee must
understand the expectations
of the membership”
from as broad a spectrum of
the membership as possible.
Its size will vary by club, but it
will likely meet in its entirety on
a monthly basis.
Within the committee, a
structure will exist with
convenors and possibly
sub-committees responsible
40

Another core
responsibility of
the committee
is as an
employer. The
club will have a number of
salaried employees on and off
the course and the committee
will provide a human resource
role. Appraisals, pay rises,
bonuses, holidays, medical
leave, hiring new staff,
disciplinary action when
necessary – the committee
must be well versed.
Relevant committee
members will liaise closely with
staff members, or those
contracted to work for the club,
within bar and catering,
administration, clubhouse
maintenance, the pro shop and
on course, providing guidance
and support where necessary.
The principal reason golf
clubs exist is for members,
guests and visitors to enjoy
playing the game. Therefore, a
club committee will look to
ensure the best possible
playing experience for all.
From the perspective of the
course itself, there will be a
greens committee and/or

convenor who will work closely
with the course manager and
greens team to set objectives,
initiate and implement
projects, monitor ongoing
costs and discuss team
development, equipment
requirements and so on. The
committee member(s)
responsible for greens convey
member expectations to the
greens team in one direction
and help to explain on-course
maintenance requirements
and challenges to the
membership in the other.
Communication is a key
overall function of the
committee, and it must be
clear and fluid both up and
downstream. The committee
must understand the desires
and expectations of the
membership, offering them
multiple channels to express
these. This will come through
the Annual General Meeting,
from member forums and
member surveys and via those
on the committee being
available and willing to listen to
the thoughts of all members.
In the other direction,
newsletters and other regular

member-owned clubs is
communication methods
turnover. A captain, as I did,
should be used to keep
might serve two years. A
members fully abreast of
committee member might
current issues and future plans.
serve a total of five or six years
In addition, the club
in various roles. That means it’s
committee must focus on the
challenging for a club to
future of the club by promoting
maintain a consistent course.
junior and family golf. It must
The club secretary or
deliver a strong playing
director of golf will provide a
calendar, together with a
stabilising influence, but a key
mixed social calendar. Senior
objective of the modern golf
committee members should
club committee must be to
act as ambassadors for the
develop long-term plans that
club at wider golfing, as well as
are well communicated and
club, events. The committee
established and can be carried
must aim to maximise
on by future committees.
membership retention and
This is a broad overview of
attract new members when
what a golf club committee
needed. It must also look to
does. There are myriad
strike the right balance
specifics that would take an
between maximising visitor
age to cover, from selecting
income and meeting
the correct soap
members’ expectations.
dispensers to dealing
A big problem with golf
Course presentation is
with unruly members.
club committees at
a key area of focus
Overall, though, the golf
club committee strives to both
manage and meet the
expectations of the
membership. Its job is to make
the decisions and implement
the processes and projects on
course and off that will be for
the greatest benefit of the club.
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“ I

W A N T

A N O T H E R

T O

W I N

T H R E E

M A J O R S ”
We sit down with Adam Scott to discuss his career, the
changing nature of the pro game and future aspirations
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ADAM SCOTT
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You turned 40 last year.
How long will you play on tour?
I’ll play as long as I can. I don’t see myself playing
a full-time schedule if I’m not competitive, but I
can see myself being competitive for a while. I still
have a lot of dreams I want to, and think I can, still
achieve. Maybe if I ticked some of those off the list
it could become a limited schedule sooner, but I
don’t plan on not playing anytime soon.

What are those dreams?
I want to win another three Majors. I’ve got The
Masters, but I want to win the ones that I haven’t
won. There are other tournaments I’d like to claim,
as well –the Arnold Palmer Invitational and the
Memorial. I think it would be pretty cool to win the
tournaments of two of the legends of the game.
I’d like to win the Australian Open again, too. I’ve
only won it once and that was back in 2009.
The dream of turning pro, chasing Tiger Woods
and breaking Jack Nicklaus’ record, that’s far
gone at this point. But I want to be a multiple
Major Champion. I still feel like I could win three
or four Majors for my career and I’ve got a great
opportunity to do that in the next few years,
especially with some of the venues coming up. If
I can put my head down and lean on all my
experience and knowledge, I think I can still get a
lot out of my game.

dam Scott seemingly has it all, starting with the
striking good looks, of course, and a swing to
match. There’s also the laid-back personality
and a self-deprecating sense of self.
But after turning 40 last year, there are things
that remain missing from the otherwise peerless
life of the former World No.1, most notably a
second career Major Championship. Indeed, it
has been eight years since his triumph at
Augusta National and a lot has happened since
that seminal moment. Back then, Scott wasn’t
yet a father of three or even wed, Steve Williams
was still his caddie and anchoring the putter was
within the rules.
Now, Scott can almost see the finish line of
what has been a consistent and good career,
but not quite one of an all-time great. While he
acknowledges he can’t commit as much time to
the game as the youngsters, he knows there’s
plenty of good golf left in him and he still
possesses a burning desire to add more than a
few trophies to the cabinet.
We recently sat down with Scott to run the rule
over his career and all things golf...
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Has it ever felt like your
best opportunity to win
Major Championships
has passed you by?
No, but that doesn’t guarantee
anything. It takes a lot of work and
some luck to do it. I’ve played at a
fairly good standard for a long
time. We all expect a lot of
ourselves, especially when you’ve
been at the top. The expectations
are always high, but generally I’ve
managed to keep my play and
results at a pretty good level.
The last six years or so, though,
there have also been more
changes than ever before for me,
between getting married and
starting a family and things like
that. They’re all good changes, of
course, but I’m still also learning
how to deal with them. I’ve had
some experience at that now,
though, so there aren’t too many
curveballs these days.

ADAM SCOTT
How did those changes
impact you as a player?
It’s not just my situation changing, it’s
the other people around me as well.
There are a lot more young, motivated,
talented players performing well now,
which makes it harder for a guy like me
who has less time to devote to the
game. I’ve got other things to balance,
whereas the younger players who
aren’t married and don’t have families
can devote all their time to golf.
Although I still consider professional
golf to be a job – that sounds horrible
to say, but it is a job – it’s a priority for
me right up there with my family. Figuring out
how to balance the two is difficult. Then you can
see there are more and more young guys every
year, and they’re winning earlier and earlier. You
see the trend. It’s getting harder and harder to
compete as guys get into their 40s, at least
that’s how I see it. I need to figure out how I’m
going to be the exception to my own rule.

What’s the dynamic of trying to
live up to expectations you have
for yourself when you’re on a great
run and then all of a sudden you’re
not getting those results?

Scott won The
Players in 2004

It is difficult, because you expect a lot
out of yourself and you know what
you’re capable of, especially if you’ve
had the results. When it’s not happening
for you, sometimes it’s hard to put a
finger on why that is. Generally it’s the
kind of old saying, you can’t see the
forest through the trees.
I think in those times it’s really
important to have a great support crew
around you; people who can be very
objective, maybe honest or maybe not,
or maybe they’ve got to sugarcoat it,
depending on who you are. But you need
that other set of eyes to tell you exactly
what the difference is between when you
were playing so free and easy and when you
were making it look very hard.

How much does distance factor
into things at this point in your
career in regard to competing at
the top level?
The driver used to be a risky club. Now it’s the
go-to club. Distance doesn’t bother me so much
– the forgiveness of the driver is the biggest
difference to me. It’s a fundamental change.
Driver was once the least forgiving club in the
bag, now it’s the most forgiving. That’s changed
from when I started playing. Not to make myself
sound old, but I hit persimmon
clubs as a kid, I was playing
steel shafts in my driver when I
first turned pro and I was using
a tour balata ball. That’s a
Competing in generational change, going
the Presidents from that ball to a Titleist Pro V1.
Cup in 2019

Is that the biggest
change?
On a smaller level than we
think. The advancement in
technology is generally good
for the game of golf. For the
smallest percentage out here
on tour could it be refined?
Potentially, yes. But even doing
that might have a very small
impact at both ends of the
spectrum. The middle ground
is going to stay largely the
same and there’s going to be a
small impact at the extreme
ends of the scale.
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ADAM SCOTT
Do you think there should be two
sets of rules, one for the pros and
one for amateurs?
I always thought it should be one set of rules. But
I just don’t think the governing bodies handle it
well enough. The PGA Tour says it doesn’t want to
be a rule maker, and I think in an ideal world it
shouldn’t be either. But someone needs to have
a positive influence on the game going forward
and that includes how the rules are governed.

Where do the USGA and R&A fall in
that? You’ve been critical of them
at times, especially the USGA.
We’re seeing the makings of changes and some
adjustments. As far as US Open set-up is
concerned, they’ve relaxed it the last couple of
years. That’s a good thing and they should
continue that trend. If they’re taking the US Open
to Pebble Beach or Winged Foot, like they did
recently, you don’t need to do a lot. It’s not that
complicated at places like those. Prior to that,
though, it just seemed like a lot of chefs in the
kitchen, a lot of opinions and them just trying to
outsmart everything.
There was no ill intent from anyone – they were
never trying to harm the game. But sometimes
we get things wrong and I think they’ve realised
that and are trying to fix that now. So hopefully
they’ve got a better plan for the US Open and
generally for the health of the game going
forward, seeing as how they are sort of the
custodians of golf.

Scott’s last win
came in 2020
at Riviera
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It depends what you want. If
you want the best players
playing all the time, then
there are too many
tournaments. If you want the
most premium product, you
simply can’t have a
tournament basically every
week of the year. You can
pick your own schedule,
yeah, but I honestly believe
Earlier this year you said there are that you can peak ten to 12
a year.
only 10 or 12 ‘serious’ tournaments times
So you’re going to pick your
a season and the rest are
events to do that. It’s very
entertainment. Are there too many hard to peak 24 times year.
You can for ten or 12 and
tournaments on the PGA Tour?
there are some tournaments
that carry more weight than
others – some of that is
personal preference. But when it’s 50
tournaments, they’re not all the same.
Look, the PGA Tour is in the entertainment
business and you can see that with some of
the changes they’ve made at tournaments.
They’re trying to entertain fans on site,
entertain a TV audience. That’s fine. Sometimes
you’re looking into things too much – and I
probably have in the past – like how do FedEx
points weigh so much in this tournament but

not that tournament when
the two clearly aren’t on the
same level. The tour does its
best to address that. But
what would probably be
good for me moving forward
is not giving a s**t about that
stuff [laughs] and playing the
tournaments I like to play.

Do you ever show up
at places where you
think you can’t win?
In the past I have. But the last
ten years or so I’ve refined my
game to where even courses
that might not appear to suit
my game, I feel like I have the
game to compete and win
there. Take 2014 when at the
last minute I entered the
tournament at Colonial
Country Club. Steve Williams
was caddying for me at the
time and he said, “I don’t
know why you’re entering this tournament
when the course doesn’t suit your game at all.”
But I wanted to play that week and we won.
Of course that might’ve been his plan all
along. Steve was the ultimate reverse
psychologist out there, giving you a hard time
to try to get you to prove him wrong. But I pick
the places I like to play and feel like are going
to be beneficial. There are those ten or so
weeks a year, but you can’t just play ten
tournaments. You have to play 15 on the PGA
Tour and there are weeks where you have to
test out where your game is at and get your
competitive nerves tested. There also has to
be time for the confidence to build up,
especially leading into the weeks of a Major or
other big tournaments. You try to ride the
momentum of that a little bit.

You’ve won a Major, played in
Presidents Cups, won 14 times on
the PGA Tour and another eight
on the European Tour. What
motivates you at this point in
your career?
Just winning more. Like I said, I’d like to become a
multiple Major winner. I’d also like to get to 20
PGA Tour wins, which is a nice round number

“I’d like to get
to 20 PGA
Tour wins”

and gives you lifetime exemption, so I can come
back and play when I’m old. It’s just for my own
satisfaction really. But I’ve always judged self
and seen self as a winner of tournaments. It is
getting harder. Everything is stacking against
me more now, but I still want to try to do it.

Who impresses you out on tour
these days?
Lots of guys do. Dustin Johnson. Rory McIlroy.
Justin Thomas – he’s improved areas of his
game and it’s easy to see. He challenged
himself and did the work and it’s paid off.
What’s harder to see nowadays, though, is the
separation, why one guy is better than
another. Jon Rahm is really impressive, too, in
all areas of his game and he wants to beat
people. He’s had a hell of a start to his career.
But the margins are thinner now. That’s the
difference now versus when Tiger was in his
prime. You won’t see one guy be dominant. It’s
harder to do.

How do you view your career?
I’ve been consistent for 20 years. Only a few
guys have played at this high a level for this
long. If I can finish my career over the next ten
years with – I don’t think I’ll get to a Phil
Mickelson level of wins [45 on the PGA Tour] – 20
wins and have four or five of those be Majors,
then I’d say it’s been great. But at the moment
I’d say consistent. I’d like to take advantage of
the next few years to change that.
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Robin Barwick talks to the effervescent Butch Harmon
about his life in golf and memories of the game’s greats

henever Ben
Hogan’s schedule
allowed it, he
would visit Winged
Foot Golf Club in
New York to play 18
with his old friend
Claude Harmon,
who was club pro
there from 1945
until 1978.
Harmon’s oldest son, Butch,
would often carry his dad’s bag
for these friendly games with
Hogan, or with the other tour
stars who would often stop by:
Sam Snead, Jimmy Demaret
and Craig Wood, while the
great Tommy Armour was a
Winged Foot member.
This was how Butch Harmon
and his three younger
brothers, Craig, Bill and Dick,
grew up – watching, listening
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“He said, ‘Get on up here.
You didn’t make me miss
that putt, it was my fault!’”

to and learning from America’s finest golfers up
close. Unsurprisingly, all four brothers would
become PGA professionals.
“I really learned the game by caddying for my
dad in the summertime, every day from the age
of around 13,” starts Butch, now 77.
“The 8th hole on the West course at Winged
Foot was a long par 4, dogleg to the right. Mr
Hogan once hit his tee shot into the rough, and I
watched as he took his 4-wood, opened the
clubface wide open and beat down on the ball
to hit this beautiful high fade on to the green. I
would see these great players hit these shots
and then when I got done caddying I would pick
up my clubs and go to that spot, throw my ball
down and try to hit the same shot.
“I would ask them questions about their shots,
so unbeknown to me at that young age, I was
learning about teaching just by watching the
best players. I don’t think you can put a price
tag on that kind of experience, but it was just a
way of life for us as kids.”
The Harmon family knew a side to Hogan – a
nine-time Major Champion and notoriously
unsociable – that few others saw. “Mr Hogan
was an introvert,” says Harmon, who always
refers to his father’s close friend as ‘Mr Hogan’.
“He didn’t feel comfortable around people he
didn’t know, but he and my father were best
friends and he was wonderful to me, my
brothers and our family – very kind and very
open. My father and Mr Hogan would play
practice rounds together at the Major
Championships. As a young boy, I would go to
all the Majors with my dad and I would just walk
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down the fairways with them.
In those days there weren’t
any ropes.”
Hogan was not a typical
tour pro and Claude Harmon
was not a typical club pro.
There is no question he had
the game to play on tour full
time, but in that era, not long
before golf became a
popular television spectacle
in the late 1950s, the tour
game was a profession
wracked with insecurity and
few made a decent living.
Claude Harmon, on the other hand, enjoyed
one of the best club jobs in the country at
Winged Foot, spent the winter months as pro
at Seminole in Florida and later at Thunderbird
in Palm Springs – a club favoured by a string
of US presidents – and cherry-picked his
tournament appearances. In 1948, Harmon
became the last club pro to win a Major at
The Masters, tieing the tournament record
score of 279. Born in Savannah, Georgia in 1916,
Harmon was the first native Georgian to win
The Masters.
At Winged Foot in the 1950s, when Claude
did not have time to give Butch and his
brothers lessons, the responsibility would be
delegated to his assistants, some of whom
would one day become Major Champions
themselves, like Jackie Burke and Dave Marr.
These were Butch Harmon’s babysitters.

Walking with Arnie
Aged 16, Butch worked as a scoreboard carrier
at the 1960 Palm Springs Desert Golf Classic at
Thunderbird. “Before the last round the caddie
master said to me, ‘Hey, Butch, what group do
you want to go with?’,” explains Harmon. “I
said, ‘Arnold Palmer’s group, are you kidding!’
The caddie master said, ‘But he’s not leading’,
and I said, ‘Don’t worry, he’s going to win and I
want to be there’.”
At the turn of the 1960s, Palmer played the
star role as golf reached into the
consciousness of millions of Americans. Like

BUTCH HARMON

Claude Harmon with
Bobby Jones at the
1948 Masters

most teenage golfers at this
time, Harmon was a devoted
member of ‘Arnie’s Army’.
“I used to tug my pants up
like him and waggle the club
like him,” adds Harmon. “That
day at Thunderbird, Arnold
shot something low, in the 60s.
The 16th was a par 3, about 190
yards, and he hit the most
beautiful high draw to about
six feet. I was carrying the sign
and Arnold knew who I was. He
talked to me on the course
and he said, ‘How about that
shot, Butchie-boy, do you like
that one?’
“I was like, ‘That was a great
shot, Mr Palmer, but I don’t
have any more numbers to
put up on the board’. In those
days, they didn’t have enough
numbers for the 21-under-par
that Arnold was reaching. You
couldn’t use just a ‘2’ and a ‘1’.
Arnold had out-scored my
numbers. He said: ‘I’m going to
run you out of numbers,
young man!’
“We got up to the green and
Arnold missed the putt. I felt
bad. I was a 16-year-old kid
and I thought I had jinxed him
or something. He parred 16
and on 17 I hung back and
wouldn’t walk with the group.
After Arnold drove on 18 he
said to me, ‘Get on up here.
You didn’t make me miss that
putt, it was my fault!’”
A five-round test of
endurance, Palmer won the
1960 Palm Springs Desert Golf
Classic with a final score of
338. The first prize of $12,000
was the biggest cheque of
Palmer’s career at the time
and set him rolling on the most
famous season of his career.

( L-R ) Jackie Burke, Ben Hogan, Claude Harmon, and Cary Middlecoff relax at Augusta

“I was learning about
teaching just by watching
the best players”
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“Things like that happened to me and my
brothers when we were young,” reflects Harmon.
“We took instances like those for granted. That
was just our lives. Our dad was
a great player and a great
teacher. I don’t think it was until
we reached our 40s and all
became successful
professionals that we looked
back and thought, ‘My gosh,
think about all the things we
have been through that most
people don’t get the
opportunity to do, and how fun
it all was’. We were given a
master’s degree in watching
the greatest players in the
world and we didn’t know it.”

The Woods years
Tiger Woods lost in the second round of the
1993 US Amateur Championship at Champions
Golf Club in Houston. At 17 there was no shame
at all, particularly as Woods had just become
the first golfer to win the US Junior title three
years in a row. Just 12 miles east from
Champions GC is the private enclave of
Lochinvar Golf Club, where Butch Harmon
worked at the time. Tiger’s father, Earl, had
heard a lot about Harmon, particularly as
Harmon’s star pupil, Greg Norman, had just
stormed to a famous victory in The Open at
Royal St George’s, playing some of the best
golf ever seen. Woods Senior was searching for
a coach to guide his son from the amateur
ranks to the professional and so they paid
Harmon a visit.
“I knew about Tiger before we’d met,” recalls
Harmon. “I knew his history and I knew of some

“The raw
talent and
selfconfidence
of the young
man were
amazing”
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of the problems he had as a black kid trying to
get on golf courses. He was sometimes wrongly
accused of causing problems at golf clubs, but
it was never him. Tiger knew how to behave and
he loved the game.
“I still have the film from those two days at
Lochinvar. It was August 1993, and throughout the
ten years I worked with Tiger, he would say to me,
‘You don’t still have that film of me when I was a
skinny kid, do you?’ I would put it on and Tiger
would say, “I hate looking at that! Look how skinny
I was! Look at my swing!’ And I would say, ‘Yeah,
but remember how good you were for your age’.
Harmon and a young
Tiger Woods at the
1995 US Amateur

BUTCH HARMON
Home comforts

Dustin Johnson has
been one of
Harmon’s star pupils

“When I first saw Tiger swing a club,
standing there was a tremendous amount
of natural, raw talent. He was like a trophy
that needed to be polished. The natural
ability needed to be brought along, but the
raw talent and self-confidence of the young
man were amazing,” Harmon adds.
“That day I said to Tiger, ‘Everybody has a
go-to shot on a tight driving hole, like a little
fade. What is your go-to shot?’ He said, ‘Nah,
I just hit the ball as hard as I can, go and find
it and hit it again’. That really is how Tiger
thought. He was not being arrogant, but he
was an aggressive player. In those days, he
did not have the ability to work the ball both
ways. He just hit the ball and found it, hit it
and found it and then made the putt. That
was his theory and he was pretty damned
good at it.”
Soon afterwards, Harmon and Earl – both
Vietnam vets – came to an agreement, as
Harmon recalls: “I said to Earl that if I work
with your son and then he goes home and
you dispute what I am saying, it probably
wouldn’t work. So if you don’t think you can
turn him over to me, it is probably not a good
thing. Earl said, ‘I’ll make a deal with you: I
won’t try and be his golf coach if you don’t
try and be his dad’. That was fine with me.”
Harmon did not issue Woods with an
invoice until he turned professional. By the
time they parted ways ten years later,
Woods had won eight of his 15 Major titles
and produced probably the best golf ever
played, particularly during the ‘Tiger Slam’
run in 2000 and 2001.

Today, after 35 years on tour, Harmon
prefers to work from his academy at Rio
Secco Golf Club near Las Vegas. He does not
miss the airports, hotels and varying time
zones of life on tour, leaving that to his son
Claude Harmon III, who is forging a
successful extension of the family business.
Butch, meanwhile, still keeps busy working
with players remotely or when they come to
see him in Nevada.
“I don’t have any player under contract,”
adds Harmon. “I just charge an hourly rate
and I charge everyone the same – it doesn’t
matter who they are. It’s been fun. I have
had the chance to work with some players
who I could not have worked with before, like
Rory McIlroy and Jordan Spieth. They came
to see me because they wanted an opinion,
not that I was trying to become their coach
– I work at my own pace and I deal with who
I want to.”
That’s not to say Harmon does not miss
being so close to the action from time to
time. “I miss the Major
Championships
because usually I
would have two or
three players with a
chance of victory, and
I miss the rush of
being there for that,”
he admits.
“I miss the
camaraderie out on
tour. I like being
The Harmon
around people and I
like seeing great
philosophy
players hit great shots
under tremendous
pressure. They make it
“My dad liked any golf swing that
look so easy and I
worked. He believed in certain
don’t think the average
fundamentals, but he didn’t think
there was only one way to swing a person realises the
immense pressure
golf club. Those guys in the 1940s,
‘50s and ‘60s did not have textbook they are under.”
So if you would like
swings like today. A lot of them
Harmon to look at your
were self-made – they came out
swing plane, give his
of the caddie yard.
office at Rio Secco a
“Arnold Palmer took the club
call. He might not be
back way inside compared to
modern teaching, Lee Trevino had free next week, but it’s
a unique swing and he was one of definitely worth
waiting for some
the great ball-strikers of all time
things in life.
and Jack Nicklaus’ swing was very
As Harmon says: “I
unusual, but golf is ultimately a
tell people the best
game of repetition.
thing about coming
“I don’t agree with instructors
here is that for every
having systems. These guys
bad shot they hit
proved that if you could swing the
golf club the same way each time, afterwards, they can
just blame me.”
you could play great golf.”
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THE MEANING
OF GOLF
Words RICHARD RUSSELL
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We are all on a quest for golfing happiness.
And, stone me, I think I have found the true
path to enlightenment
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T

he time has come to talk of
higher things. As much as I
enjoy our regular rummage
down the cracks of the golfing
sofa, it is time to dig a little
deeper and do a bit of
soul-searching.
First off, in order to find
answers, we must begin by
asking questions, Grasshopper.
Why do we play golf? What are we looking
for? Do we take it too seriously? Why does golf
upset us so? How might it be more fun? When
are we happiest? What exactly is golfing
success? As the saying goes: what’s it all
about, Alfie?
Maybe the kids have the answer? Wasn’t it
Jordan Spieth who said recently that he needed
to go back to how he played as a kid? So, okay,
looking back, did the younger and free-spirited
me understand better the essence of golf? Er…
no. He was a gormless golfing idiot who got
angry and chucked clubs; a wild-swinging
thrasher whose only quest was to try and reach
the green of every par 4
with a drive and a wedge.
Ignore him. Let’s move on.
In fact, let’s cut to the
chase. Isn’t the purpose of
golf to achieve the
success that we desire?
Low medal scores; high
Stableford points; tenners
won; matches won;
competitions won; prizes
won? (Except the novelty
headcover; nobody wants

is it Derm?), but I’m not buying it. If it’s true that
the biggest joy in golf is who you play with,
then you don’t actually need the golf. We could
all just chill and chat with those same
awesome people over a cup of tea and a slice
of Battenberg. No, the joy of golf has to be a
golf thing.
Then maybe “where you play” is, indeed, the
true meaning of golf? After all, there are
hundreds of courses in the UK where playing is
almost a spiritual experience. But, hang on, it
doesn’t stack up. The fact is, stand me on any
tee with a green in the distance and I’m
automatically a pig in gravy. If you truly have
the soul of a golfer, then doesn’t pretty much
any course get the juices going?
Which brings us to “how you play”. Okay, at
last. Now we’re getting somewhere. This has to
be the real source of golfing happiness, doesn’t
it? What is it we’re asked after every round?
“How did you play?” So, surely, the meaning of
golf is the happiness and satisfaction felt when
playing a great shot.
But, again, m’lud, I say no. I refuse to believe
that the only point of golf is to play well. The
average score of the average golfer is a
hundred. Just how many great shots is that
round peppered with? How many great shots
have I hit this month? Or you? (No offence.)
Why would your entire satisfaction with your
round only be dependent on how well you play
it? The game is hard and if the meaning of golf
is only great golf, then it’s the cruellest game in
the world.
So, what is it, then? Because we’re running out
of options now.
(Cue fanfare.) Ladies and gentleman, boys
and girls, Rory McIlroy – I have worked
out the secret of golf. I know. Crazy. It’s
like saying I’ve discovered how to turn
ball markers into Jaffa Cakes. Well, I
have. When you strip everything away
it’s suddenly, blindingly, foreheadslappingly obvious.
The meaning of golf is not great
shots, it’s… every shot.
The secret of golfing happiness is to
embrace and relish the delicious little
challenge we face every time we walk
up to our ball. How could it be anything
else? The joy we all seek is right there,
hidden in plain sight, in the fleeting and
fascinating task at our feet, whatever it may be.
A thirty-second test of skill and nerve. A
moment of minute, but critical, consequence. A
unique task we will never face again in exactly
the same way. A chance to make something
deeply satisfying happen.
And the best bit? These magic moments just
keep on coming. I play off six so, in theory, that’s
76 of them in a row; each one a lip-smacking
test of mettle for me to savour. Even more on a
bad day!
And now I am at peace. The quest is over. I
have the understanding. Ball, clubs and I forever
as one in a shared vision of fulfilment. Oh,
bugger, I’ve sliced it!

“Ladies and
gentlemen, boys
and girls – I have
worked out the
secret of golf”

Richard is a golf writer
and author.
His practice swing
is always a bad
swing. I’m not sure
he understands the
concept of a
practice swing.

that.) The trouble is, if this
is so, doesn’t it just mean
we will be frustrated and
unfulfilled most of the time
we set foot on the course?
So, no, the point of golf
cannot be these things.
News just in: a man
called Dermot Desmond
has the answer. He said,
“There are three joys of
golf: how you play, where
you play and who you play
with – and the first two are
overrated.” Well, that’s all
very touchy-feely, Des (or
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A TRUE UNDERDOG STORY
The inaugural Solheim Cup in 1990 had been something of a one-sided
affair and many feared a similar second instalment at a soggy

I

Dalmahoy. However, this contest did not disappoint...

n the lead-up to
the 1992 Solheim
Cup at Dalmahoy
Country Club near
Edinburgh, Kathy
Whitworth’s side of
golfing superstars
from the USA
appeared to be even stronger than that
which had thrashed the Europeans in the
inaugural competition at Lake Nona in
Florida in 1990.
TV pundits, the wider media and many of
the players could only see it going one way.
Some bookies were making the USA 1-6
favourites to complete another routine win.
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Jubilant
scenes
followed
Europe’s first
win in 1992

With hindsight, it was definitely hard to
make a case against that likely outcome
in the run-up to the matches. Team USA
was filled with Major Champions and
up-and-coming stars. Six of the USA team
members in 1992 are now in the World Golf
Hall of Fame.
To give some more context, Team USA
could boast a total of 21 Major titles
between them while Team Europe had
just two, one each for Liselotte Neumann
and Laura Davies.
“They had all that era’s biggest names.
Everybody,” Europe’s Helen Alfredsson
would later remember. “After the way we
lost in Lake Nona, we were given

In association with

absolutely no chance to win. I don’t think we
even thought about winning.”
But the golfing gods work in mysterious ways,
and events transpired to create the perfect
circumstances for what would become one of
golf’s greatest upsets.
Firstly, the Europeans were riled and ready for
a battle. A comment credited to Beth Daniel
(although she has always denied saying it) in a
Golf Digest piece ahead of the event had put
Team Europe’s hackles up.
“You could put any one of us on the European
side and make it better,” Daniel was quoted as
saying. “But the only Europeans who could help
us are Laura Davies and Liselotte Neumann.”
Whether she said it or not, the effect was
certainly inflammatory, and it made the
European players sit up and take note.
“Our players are hell-bent on seeing Beth
Daniel eat her words,” said European captain
Mickey Walker in the build-up.
Then USA lost their captain Whitworth when,
on the day the US side arrived at Dalmahoy, she
received the sad news that her mother had
died. Whitworth had to dash home, and without
any vice-captains in those days, incoming
LPGA president Alice Miller had to step in to lead
the side.
It was a blow for the visiting
squad. Whitworth had been an
inspiring leader two years
earlier and, with a record 88
LPGA victories to her name,
she was an experienced and
practised winner.
Miller was also a former
Major Champion, but there’s no question that a
last-minute change at the helm was
unexpected for all and must have been a
destabilising factor for the USA.
The 1992 US Women’s Open champion Patty
Sheehan later remembered issues with the
change in captaincy.

“Alice paired Juli Inkster and me together. I’d
beaten Juli in a play-off at the US Open a few
months earlier and it was kind of tough for both
of us,” she said. “We tried to tell Alice, ‘Don’t put us
together’, but she did it anyway. It didn’t work out.”

A foregone conclusion?
There might also have been a degree of
complacency among the visiting side. There
was a sense from the US team that they were
the big-name players and that the Europeans
were no match.
There was even a report that one American
player didn’t know the format coming into the

“A lot of them felt they
could just turn up and
they were going to win”

Kitrina
Douglas,
Laura Davies,
Trish Johnson
and Alison
Nicholas
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week, and there’d been lobbying for a lastminute change so that all players would
compete in the first two sessions. It didn’t go
down well with the Europeans.
“I think a lot of them felt, maybe, they could
just turn up and they were going to win,” said
Mickey Walker. Europe was out to do all they
could to make sure that didn’t happen.
Finally, there was also the weather to contend
with; something Europe’s captain would later
cite as a contributory factor. The USA were not
used to competing in wet and cool conditions,
whereas the Europeans, many of whom plied
their trade on the Ladies European Tour, were
used to battling the elements.
The building blocks of the upset were fitting
into place and as soon as play began on the
Friday, it was clear the Europeans were going to
put up a fight. In the day one foursomes, both
captains, Miller and Walker, stacked talent into
the first two pairings, but it was Europe who
profited most from the strategy. Davies and
Gibraltar-born Alison Nicholas, the 1987 Women’s
British Open winner, took down the hugely

In association with

In the balance

experienced pair of Betsy King and Daniel, she of
(possibly) the controversial statement in the
run-up, by one hole, with Swedish duo Helen
Alfredsson and Neumann seeing off six-time
Major Champion Pat Bradley and Dottie Pepper
(then called Dottie Mochrie) 2&1. Europe were
ahead by 2.5 to 1.5 at the end of the day.
Davies and Nicholas led from the front again
on day two, this time beating Sheehan and
Inkster by a hole in the fourballs. Davies would go
on to be the only player to win three points from
three matches during the contest. She played in
the first 12 editions of the Solheim Cup and scored
more points than any other player, 25.

A magical
moment for
Team Europe

Suzann
Pettersen
holes the
winning putt
in 2019

Four more
Solheim Cup
thrillers

Caroline Hedwall
became the first
player to win five
matches in one
competition.

1996: US singles brilliance
Europe were looking good
after the first two days at
St Pierre Hotel & Country
Club in Wales – 9-7 up with
just the singles to play.
But Team USA put on a
masterclass of individual
match play to complete a
comprehensive comeback.
The Americans won nine
singles matches, halved
two and lost just one to
finish 17-10 to the good.

2015: US comeback
Europe led by 10-6 at St
Leon-Rot going into the
final-day singles. But the
USA dominated the second
half of the singles draw.
With Europe needing just a
half point from the last five
matches, USA held firm and
won the lot.

2013: Europe dominance
Europe had never won the
Cup on US soil, but they
managed it with
something to spare in 2013.
The visiting side
dominated the final two
sessions to win by 18-10. It
was the biggest victory in
Solheim Cup history and

2019: home heroics
It went right to the wire in
2019 and the finish was as
nail-biting as they come.
Europe won the last three
matches to sneak it by
14.5-13.5. Bronte Law snuck
in ahead of Ally McDonald
to tie things up on 13.5
each before Suzann
Pettersen, with the last
stroke of her professional
career, holed the winning
putt on the 18th green.

Back to 1992 and, by the end of day two, Europe
held a slender one-point lead, 4.5 to 3.5. Crucial
halves from Florence Descampe and Trish
Johnson against 20-year-old Brandie Burton and
Deb Richard, and from Swedes Alfredsson and
Neumann against Bradley and Mochrie, meant
the Saturday session was tied 2-2.
The match was in the balance, but as the wet
conditions continued, it was Europe who would
pull away as they found inspiration on the final
day. Davies set the tone, beating Burton 4&2 in
the first match.
Wins came from Alfredsson, Johnson and
Pam Wright and it fell to Catrin Nilsmark to
secure the victory. She calmly stroked a short
putt home to win the second Solheim Cup and
send the home players and fans into raptures.
“We wanted to win it so much,” said Walker
immediately afterwards. “We were inspired.
They [USA] are probably in a state of shock at
the moment.”
Europe’s win at Dalmahoy acted as
a catalyst to ignite enthusiasm for the
Solheim Cup, both among players
and fans. It was an important
moment for the women’s game.
There have been a number of great
Solheim Cups with dominant displays
and great comebacks, but 1992 will
perhaps never be topped in terms of
upsets, not just in this competition but
in all top-level golfing team events.
Team USA, as overwhelming
favourites, were simply out-thought and
outplayed by a group of incredibly determined
and gritty European golfers who had been
given no chance but proved the doubters
wrong. “It was an amazing upset,” Walker said
later. “It was, obviously, the biggest upset in
Solheim Cup history, but it was a big upset in
sport generally.”
The USA now leads the overall Solheim Cup
series by 10-6, but Europe are defending
champions following their momentous win at
Gleneagles in 2019.
All three times the Solheim Cup has been held
in Scotland, Europe have been victorious. The
last instalment two years ago was undoubtedly
one of, if not the, most exciting in the 30 years of
the contest, coming right down to Suzann
Pettersen’s final putt.
Home advantage has an obvious effect and
Europe have only won once on US soil. Catriona
Matthew’s team will be looking to change that
statistic when they start their defence at the
Inverness Club in Ohio on September 3. It’ll be a
tough task, but anything’s possible – just ask the
underdogs of Dalmahoy!
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THE SMILING

Garrick Higgo has taken
the golf world by storm in
recent months. Here, we meet
the talented South African...
arrick Higgo has made a
remarkable start to life on
tour. His recent victory at the
Palmetto Championship
came in just his second PGA
Tour appearance and made
it four wins in nine months for
the South African. The
22-year-old sits eighth on the Race to Dubai
after his two wins in the Canary Islands earlier
this year and now finds himself inside the world’s
top 50. Elliott Heath meets the man who has
taken to professional golf like a duck to water...
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How did you start playing the
game growing up in
Johannesburg?
My dad introduced me to the
game when I was little. He
wasn’t a pro or anything, he
just loved the game, so I went
out and played with him when
I was young. It was only when I
was 10 or 11 that I really started
to get into it properly and
practised hard. The golfing
bug bit me early.
Did you watch much golf as
a youngster?
I never liked watching golf a lot
when I was really little. I
watched Ernie win the Open in 2012 and that’s
kind of when I really started to watch golf, so I
didn’t see Tiger in his prime either. I also
watched Oosthuizen win in the 2010 Open and
Charl’s victory [2011 Masters], but I wasn’t really
into it yet to understand what it actually meant.
You had a year at the University of Nevada
before heading home to turn pro in 2019. Was
that a tough decision?
I don’t think my game was good enough when I
was there. I struggled quite a bit and I didn’t
play as well, but I realised and knew that I was
good enough and that I could make it. I knew I
needed to go home to see my coach a lot more
if I wanted to get better and make it.
And you ended up winning twice in your first
season on the Sunshine Tour...
It all happened so quickly, but my game just got
better and better and I really worked hard. I take
a lot of pride in getting better. You know, to win
twice in your first year is just unreal, but I just
really enjoy competing. All I want to do is just
compete. It was an all-new experience for me,
but I think that’s what made the Sunshine Tour
so great. It’s a tour at home and the fields are
strong, so you can ease into it. If the Sunshine
Tour wasn’t there, I don’t know how else I would
have progressed. That tour is the reason for so
many great South African golfers.

You then got
a Challenge
Tour card by
qualifying
through
Q-School.
Can you tell
us about the
experience?
It’s amazing
how long
that week is.
You just keep
playing and
you never
really know,
because it’s
so long. You
could shoot 90 in the first
round and still get your card!
It was such a good
experience. I’ve never played
six competitive rounds in a
row and it was amazing just to
get a Challenge Tour card. I
had just turned pro at the
beginning of that year on the
Sunshine Tour and I was
prepared to play the Big Easy. I
didn’t expect to do all these
things so quickly, but I think
because I was hungry and
wanted to learn a lot, I just
stuck by what I was doing and
it all worked out.
Your first season then
coincided with the pandemic.
How did that affect things?
I didn’t actually play that
much. Before Q-School, I
played three Challenge Tour
events and then, when I got
my card, we had those three
events in South Africa, where I
finished second at the Cape
Town Open. At that point,
Covid came and nothing
happened for like three

months, but then I played
those co-sanctioned events
on the European Tour and I
won the one in Portugal! I
didn’t really play on the
Challenge Tour for that long,
which was quite funny.
Was that the best golf you’d
played up to that point to win
the Portugal Open?
Yeah it was, especially as the
weather was horrible for two of
the four days. We played nine
holes where they should have
called us off after the first, so it
was a very draining week. I
enjoy all kinds of weather; I just
really like a challenge.
Fast forward to this year,
then. How did it feel to
produce the lowest ever
European Tour score of 255 to
win the Gran Canaria
Lopesan Open in April?
I didn’t actually know that until
a day or two after. I just have
no words, it was amazing. I
really wanted to win, so I just
kept making birdies so the
guys couldn’t catch me.
And Gary Player texted you
some advice…
Yeah, he’s always said to me
‘you never really have a lead’
and I thought that was great
advice. I kept thinking of that
throughout the whole day, so I
was playing as if I didn’t have
a lead.
You then followed that up
with a win two weeks later in
the Canary Islands
Championship and a hole-inone in the final round. Was
that your first as a pro?

Left: a hole-in-one en route to winning in the Canary Islands. Right: with Bo Van Pelt at the Palmetto Championship
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GARRICK HIGGO
It’s amazing how it all happens
when you least expect it,
because sometimes you are
standing on a par 3 and you
feel good and you’re thinking
you’re going to put it close,
and you don’t.
Then there are times just like
that – I couldn’t have asked for
anything better. I had a
hole-in-one at a junior
tournament in 2015, but I
haven’t had any others. I’ve
had two albatrosses, though,
but those came during
practice rounds.
Does your latest win in
America mean you’ll switch
to the PGA Tour full time?
My dream has always been to
play on the PGA Tour
permanently, so at the
moment, I’ll focus on that and
see if I can keep going.
Obviously, I’ll play on the PGA
Tour for as long as I want, and
hopefully I can play there
forever. But I’ll play in Europe for
sure. My focus is still on the
Race to Dubai and I want to
see how I can finish on that. I’ll
play a couple of Sunshine Tour
tournaments as well. If it wasn’t
for that, I wouldn’t be here.
What does it take to win on
such a big stage?
You need a lot of patience and
you just need to believe that,
even if you’re going to play
badly, you’ll make a score. I
mean, I know I can do good
things when I play well, but
when you expect to win is
when you usually don’t. So I
never expect to win, but I try
and stay in it until the last nine
and see if I can close it.
How was it getting hold of
decent left-handed
equipment as a junior?
I’ve been with Titleist for
probably ten years now. I’ve
always loved Titleist; they’ve
helped me since I was a junior
with balls and caps and stuff;
even getting me left-handed
clubs when I was a junior as
well. It was so hard to get
them in South Africa and to
get fitted for the proper ones.
Is professional golf how you
imagined it?
Yeah it is. Although it’s a lot

His first European Tour title came at the Open de Portugal last September

harder, it’s exactly what I
expected. The travel is tough,
but I knew it would be tough
because travel is a mission.
Amateur golf was really fun
and the guys you play with are
also really good mates, and I
thought it would be the same
on the tour. It is, but obviously
not as much like mate mates,
but it’s still fun and I enjoy it.
How do you cope when you’re
not playing well?
It’s extremely hard. I mean, I
didn’t start the year off very
well; I think I missed the first
three cuts and was playing
horribly. I think, though, that I’m
really good at learning from
what I do. I mean, if you don’t,
it’s extremely hard to do well.
But whenever you watch TV,
you only see the guys who are

doing well; they don’t show the 60 guys who are
going to miss cuts and who are swearing and
throwing clubs. I think they should actually show
them when they’re not playing as well. I mean, I
get angry as well, but it’s more internal and I try
not to show it.
Is the Presidents Cup on your radar and how
excited are you to play in the Olympics?
Trevor Immelman captained me in the Junior
Presidents Cup so it would be amazing if I could
play for him again. He’s such a chilled guy and I
think I’m a lot like him. I drove with him in the car
every morning and it was so chilled, like he
doesn’t get phased; he just really enjoys the
game and gets on with his business.
As for Tokyo, it’s going to be awesome. I mean,
any time I can represent South Africa it’s a
massive honour. It’s going to be great playing
with Christiaan Bezuidenhout. I know him very
well and I know his caddie well too. Hopefully
one of us can maybe get a gold for South Africa.
It’ll mean a lot for the country given what
everyone has been through recently.
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Sophia Popov’s win at last year’s AIG Women’s Open came just a few
months after she considered quitting the game for good...
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ophia Popov scripted one of the
greatest fairytale stories in
modern golf history at last year’s
AIG Women’s Open. As the German
headed to Royal Troon, she was
playing on the second-tier
Symetra Tour in America, ranked
304th in the world and had
recently considered walking away from
competitive golf. But one week on the South
Ayrshire coast changed her life forever as she
became the third German to win a Major
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(joining Bernhard Langer and
Martin Kaymer), pocketed
$675,000 and sewed up her
LPGA Tour playing rights –
albeit for two years, rather than
the usual five-year exemption.
It was the dream ending to
an incredible turn of events.
When the LPGA Tour resumed
after lockdown with the Drive
On Championship last July,
Popov was there, but she
wasn’t playing. The German
caddied for her best friend,
Anne van Dam. She managed
to squeeze into the field for the
Marathon LPGA Classic a week
later, and a T9 at her first LPGA
event for over a year got her
into the AIG Women’s Open.
Just 277 shots later, she was
holding the trophy.
“My life has changed a lot,
and in very many ways,” Popov
tells Golf Monthly. “I have more
appointments and more things
going on. It’s all good stress to
have, but it’s also shown me
that the time I spend at home
with my friends and family is
more valuable to me. I want to
be the same person no matter
whether I have this win or not.”
She continues: “I’ve just gone
back and looked at all the
pictures because I’m putting
together an album, and it’s still
pretty surreal. It just changes
my whole season for this year,
and I’m put in a position I
wasn’t previously in. Putting my

victory with an ice-cool closing
68. “I’ve watched the coverage
myself and I’m surprised at how
calm I look to the outside,” she
admits. “I was extremely
nervous on the first tee shot,
but as soon as I hit that first
shot, I thought ‘okay, this is just
regular business’. Internally you
have nerves, but it was weird
because I felt I could rely on
every part of my game. I think
that’s why I was so calm. I was a
little bit surprised at how calm
and collected I was able to be.”
Another surprise was the
magnitude of the reaction to
her win. “It was crazy. I switched
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Bouncing back

One of the reasons it struck a chord with so many
people was the fact Popov had bounced back
from the doldrums. Loss of form and health
issues had derailed a career that had appeared
destined for the top from a very young age. She
played in the Junior Solheim Cup in 2009, secured
the International European Ladies Amateur
Championship in 2010 and won five times and
achieved four-time All-American honours while
at the University of Southern California.
The 28-year-old never quite lived up to those
standards in the early part of her professional
career, and she spent 2016 and 2017 playing on
the Symetra Tour before
stepping up to the LPGA
and making six of 12 cuts in
2018. The following year she
made just one cut in eight
starts on the LPGA Tour. Life
in the paid ranks was tough,
health issues compounded
the situation and she
considered quitting.
“The 2017/18 winter right
before my diagnosis for
Lyme disease was my
lowest point. I’d got to a
point where I had so many
symptoms, I was so tired,
and I felt so bad all day
where I couldn’t execute the
shots the way I wanted to or
practise as much as I
wanted to,” she says. “I think
after the diagnosis in
January 2018 things
All smiles on the LPGA Tour this year
changed a lot for me,
because of the way I
changed my lifestyle and nutrition. I was able to
slowly become the same player and person that I
was before. But I think definitely at the end of 2017,
I was just mentally in such a dark spot that to this
day I don’t even know how I got out of it, because
I think it could have gone a lot of different ways.”
The only way for Popov’s career now is up,
although there was a setback in the immediate
my phone off on Friday night, so aftermath of her victory. Every fairytale needs a
I didn’t know what happened
villain, and this one’s was the LPGA Tour’s
on my phone on Saturday or
exemption rules. Popov was initially told one of
Sunday until after the win. I
the perks was a five-year exemption on the
turned my phone on and it was Tour, but this wasn’t actually the case because
absolutely crazy. I haven’t
she wasn’t a full member when she won. It was
experienced anything like it. I
a ludicrous situation, especially given she was
win a mini tour event and
playing the LPGA’s official feeder tour and had
there’s like ten people texting
been a member for the previous five years. That
me ‘good job’. Then suddenly
rule has now been changed, but it was too late
Twitter and Instagram’s
to help Popov and it did take some of the shine
exploding, and that’s when you off her celebrations.

“I was mentally in such a
dark spot. To this day I don’t
know how I got out of it”
schedule together and making
sure I’m not playing too many
events – that wasn’t an issue
previously. It’s a different spot
to be in, but something that I’m
very excited about. It’s still kind
of a dream.”
Popov shot 67 on the
Saturday to take a three-shot
advantage into the final round.
Despite not getting much sleep,
she cruised to a two-shot

realise ‘wow, more people than I thought actually
watched this and got excited about it’.”

A European heart
Popov holds dual German and American
citizenship, but she’ll be proudly representing
Europe in the Solheim Cup later this year.
“Being part of the European Solheim Cup
team would be an absolute dream for me. I
played the Junior Solheim Cup for Europe and
my heart has always been for the European
team. For me, it would be the biggest honour
to play for Beanie [Catriona Matthew].
“I have a lot of American and European
friends, but when it comes to the Solheim
Cup, I know that my European friends are so
passionate about it. There would be nothing
greater than being a part of that atmosphere.
Anne van Dam is my best friend and I talk to
her about it all the time. She says you have
nerves like you just want to throw up on every
other shot. I don’t know why I want that, but I
really want to be there.”

“A couple of days later, when I was in the
middle of my celebrations in Germany, I was
made aware of the fact I only had a two-year
exemption. It was two years instead of one due
to 2020 not counting as a full year because of
Covid. It was tough at the time because I wanted
to celebrate and all I wanted to do was be
excited about the win and cherish the moment,
but they made it difficult because all I could think
of was the fact I only got a two-year exemption.
“I know over time I’m going to be fine anyway.
I’m glad the rule change happened. I just think

that in my situation, with
someone who has been on the
LPGA Tour for five years before,
it was a tough pill to swallow. I
definitely want to put it behind
me and just go out and play
and show them that I belong
out here longer than two years.”
There can now be no doubt
she belongs on the LPGA. She’s
made the cut in 16 of her 17
starts on the circuit since her

Popov had boyfriend
Max Mehles on the
bag last year

Major breakthrough and
started this year with a couple
of top-tens. A runner-up finish
in the Bank of Hope LPGA
Match Play in late May has
taken her to a career-high 16th
in the world rankings and 18th
in the season-long Race to
CME Globe standings.
The German is in fine form
and she’s looking forward to
defending her title at
Carnoustie in August. “It’s
pretty exciting. Carnoustie
was the venue of the first AIG
Women’s Open I played in 2011
and I had a great experience
there. I made the cut and I
played well. I absolutely love
that course, so it’s really
exciting to know I’m going to
defend there. There’s almost
no better place,” she says.
Popov’s AIG Women’s Open
victory was certainly a
fairytale ending, but her form
since has proven it could be
just one chapter of a much
bigger story. It’s a story that’s
guaranteed to provide even
more drama as she defends
her title this summer, makes
her Solheim Cup debut in
September and cements her
rightful place on the LPGA
Tour for many years to come.
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IS YOUR COACH
ONE OF THE UK’S

?

Nominate them to be
included in our list
of top instructors

t Golf Monthly, one of our key aims is to help
readers play better golf. Whether it’s tour tips or
advice from the game’s top experts, we’re always
looking for ways to help you shoot lower scores
– an objective shared by our Top 25 Coaches,
whose deep knowledge and passion help to
create the most effective advice possible.
In 2021, we are looking to make some changes.
Our content and our audiences are diverse and
so we are focused on putting diversity, equality
and inclusion at the centre of what we do. We
want our panel of coaches to better reflect our
mission to serve our audience through equal
representation. By adding new names and new
ideas, we also continue to recognise today’s
most talented coaches – and that can only be
good for you and your golf!

Should your pro
make the list?
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We are updating

coaches a
How to nominate
our Top Coaches
questionnaire
your pro
designed by Dr
Fifteen years ago we
Schempp. Once they are
launched the inaugural list of
our Top 25 Coaches. With help returned, the judging process
will begin. We will reveal the
from Dr Paul Schempp, a
performance expert, University new list of Golf Monthly Top
Coaches in an upcoming
of Georgia professor and the
edition of the magazine.
man behind Golf Magazine’s
Top 100 US Coaches, we
went through a rigorous
Coaching criteria
process to find the 25 we
felt were the best. Now,
we need your help. Is your
coach one of the best in
Minimum three years of
the UK?
teaching experience
To nominate someone
for inclusion, please send
an email of no more than
Any golfer can book a
300 words to
lesson with you
golfmonthly@futurenet.
com explaining why you
believe your coach should
Must be based at a club
be considered. Please
or facility in the UK
remember to include the
coach’s name, contact
details and location and
Ability to present ideas in
title the email ‘Golf
print and on video
Monthly Top Coaches
2021’. This must be
submitted by August 22.
Willing to submit tuition
After an initial vetting,
ideas to Golf Monthly
we will send selected
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7 round-defining shots…
and how to conquer them
By PGA Professional Alex Elliott

How to pull off the
common risk and
reward shots you
find on the course

1

Intimidating tee shot
There are three things I
want you to think about in
a situation like this. Firstly,
tee height. I tend to use three
different tee heights with driver:
a lower one for a lower shot
that’s good in the wind,
mid-height for my stock
fairway finder and a little
higher for my ‘bombs away’ tee
shot. You want to have roughly
half the ball above the top of
the driver at address and the
ball level with your lead heel.
Secondly, having the ball
forward in the stance can
throw off your shoulder
alignment, so make sure
they’re pointing parallel to your
target line and your lead
shoulder is a touch higher than
your trail shoulder at address.
Thirdly, when you need that
extra distance, you’ve got to
stay balanced and maintain
your timing, but just feel like you
give it that little bit more
without losing your technique.
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2

Long-iron approach
over water
A long shot over water,
like the approach to the
18th at The Belfry, is one of the
scariest shots in golf. But if
you’re able to hit a solid longiron shot, there’s no reason you
can’t go for the green with
confidence – and it’s easier to
do than you probably think.
A lot of amateurs struggle
with long-irons because you
don’t see a lot of loft when you
look down on it. You have to
trust the club to launch the ball
into the air if you make a good
swing, because it will.

Don’t try and help the
ball up into the air

Feel the release
You want to feel
like your right arm
stays long and
releases to the
target, so make
some practice
motions doing
that without the
club to ingrain the
feeling. This will
help you hit it
solidly and reduce
the fade or slice a
lot of players have
with the less
lofted clubs.
Maintain good rhythm and
avoid racing at the ball

3

Driveable par 4 with danger
A short par 4 is a great opportunity to
make a birdie or maybe even an eagle,
but there’s still danger involved,
especially when the green is as well protected
as the iconic 10th hole at The Belfry. You have to
think of it like any other drive. If you start
attaching greater importance to a shot like this,
you’re going to get nervous and tense and
probably won’t make your best swing. It’s
important to be precise, so really hone in on a
specific target – the pin itself or a tree behind
the green. Stay balanced and smooth
throughout the swing to maintain good rhythm.
Accurate alignment
Good alignment is vital when
you’re playing to a specific target,
especially if it’s quite a long way
away. I like to use a line on my ball
and aim it where I want to start
the ball. Get the clubhead square
to that line and build your stance
around it, so your body is aligned
correctly too.
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A good punch is the product
of solid set-up positions

4

Punch under
the trees
The ability to hit a
recovery under
overhanging branches will
enable you to be aggressive
and save shots when you get
out of position. You need a lie
that will enable you to play the
punch shot, so you don’t want
to try it from rough that’s too
thick. You also need to be able
to get the ball running up the
fairway, so the amount of rough
you have to carry to reach it
and the angle you’re playing up
the hole are also important.
Take the lowest lofted iron
you have. You want to hit
down on the ball more and
have less loft on the clubface
at impact than for a normal
iron shot, but a lot of this can
be achieved from how you set
up at address. Grip down the
shaft, position the ball an inch
or two further back in your
stance, shift a little more
weight into your lead leg and
aim your body a touch left of
the target to account for the
impact coming slightly earlier
in the swing arc. Then, make a
smooth three-quarter swing.
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5

Flop shot over trouble
If you’re short-sided
and there’s a hazard
you need to carry, the
only way to stop the ball close
to the hole is with height. But
the flop shot is high-risk, so
don’t be afraid to play a
simpler shot long of the pin if
you aren’t confident.
You need the right lie to give
yourself a realistic chance of
success. The ball sitting just
above the ground in light
rough gives you more room to
slide the clubhead under the
ball. Take the most lofted
wedge you carry and treat it a
bit like a bunker shot. Open the
face as much as you can and
then grip the club with the face
already open. Take a wide
stance with the ball a little
forward of centre. Bend your
knees, drop your hands a touch
and favour your lead leg with
your weight, which will get the
open face aiming at the target.

Release with speed
Imagine there’s a smiley face
on the clubface and get it
pointing back at you in the
follow-through and finish
position to encourage the
correct path. Take a few
practice swings to get used to
how the club will move
through the grass and picture
how much force and speed
you need to put into it.

Take a wide stance
and bend the knees

6

Fairway bunker recovery
There’s always a big decision to be
made from a fairway bunker that has a
reasonably steep face. It’s all about the
lie, because if it’s not sitting well and it looks like
you’ll get some sand between the clubface and
the ball at impact, it makes it more difficult to
hit a clean shot. If it’s sitting down, you probably
have to take your medicine and get it back on
the fairway.
Choose a club that guarantees you get the
ball above the lip and out of the bunker, even if
that doesn’t quite reach the green. You can still
make a par from just short, but the last thing you
want to do is hit the face and leave yourself with
the same shot again. Use your normal grip,
stance and ball position, but don’t dig your feet
into the sand as much as you would for a
greenside bunker shot, because that drops your
swing arc and increases the chances of fatting it.
Get your feet into the sand as little as you can
while still finding a stable base. Pick out a mark
just ahead of the ball to focus on, keep your legs
pretty quiet during the swing and hit down on it
to contact the ball before the sand.
A hybrid maintains more clubhead
speed through the rough

Keep the legs quiet
during the swing

7

Going for it from rough
What you do when
faced with a long
approach from rough
can have a huge impact on
your scorecard, especially
when there’s water involved.
There are two options: lay up
to a sensible yardage or go for
it, which could save you shots.
When the ball is in the rough,
you need a club that’s going to
help you get it into the air and
maximise your carry distance. A
hybrid is a much better option
than a long-iron because it’s
designed to launch the ball
higher and will maintain more
clubhead speed as it goes
through the rough.
Play it like it’s an iron shot, so
you’re hitting down on the ball.
Get the ball a clubhead’s
length inside your left heel and
swing just like you would for a
mid-iron, so you have a slight
descending blow that contacts
the ball before bruising the turf
or taking a small divot.
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By Top 25 Coach Ged Walters

Where does my pull
come from?

1

If you’re having trouble pulling
your irons (to the left for a
right-handed player), check
your ball position – which, generally
speaking, should be approximately
two balls inside the left heel.
Remember, the club travels on an
arc, so when the ball is further
forward, the clubface will arrive
pointing left with the clubhead also
going left.

Practice
See how I’ve tucked
in the trail shoulder and
arm, which helps to shallow
the club. Rehearse this so you
get used to having the
feeling of these good
positions.
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2

Photography: Vicky Jones. Shot on location at Formby Golf Club

Most of the pull shots I witness are down to the
trail shoulder ‘spinning out’. When it comes over
the top like this, it changes the direction of your
swing path – so it’ll be more to the left. If the face is
square to the path as you go through impact, you’ll hit a
pull; closed, a pull hook; and if it’s open you’ll hit a slice.

3

You want that feeling of
‘tucking’ your trail shoulder in.
Forget about hitting the ball
at this point – just rehearse getting
that right shoulder, right arm and
right elbow into the right side of your
body. Doing this allows everything to
come from the inside – it shallows
the club out and helps you to deliver
the club squarely through the ball.
You should find yourself able to turn
hard through the ball without the
fear of it going left.
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Why do I keep topping
my fairway wood?
Prop
You don’t
have to use a ball
– any device that
lodges between the
forearms will work.
Make sure it
doesn’t fall!

By Top 25 Coach Ged Walters
Using a Smart Ball in this way will help you to
keep your arm structure, which is key to
delivering a sweet strike. Many golfers keep
their weight moving too much to the trail side,
and they separate the elbows and try and flick
the wrists. Remember, you want a slight
downward angle of attack, so a small divot is
fine. The Smart Ball will help keep the triangle
that is created between the shoulders and
arms intact. If you keep the pinch of the
forearms together so the ball doesn’t fall, you’ll
get rid of that top.
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I’m struggling
with fairway
bunker shots
By Top 25 Coach Alistair Davies
The basics are always a good
place to start – so check your
set-up. If you come into the
ball too steeply, you’ll just dig
into the sand and you won’t
get the strike and distance
you need. I recommend
moving the ball a touch
further forward in your stance
to shallow the attack angle a
Ball
fraction. I’d also suggest
gripping down on the
This should
be slightly further
handle of the club to
forward in your stance
help you avoid
as it helps shallow out the
digging into the
angle of attack. Make
sand, and
sure the club doesn’t
standing a little bit
dig into the
taller at address to
sand.
raise the swing arc. You
should just try to bruise the
sand and not create such a
large divot.

How do I
stop duffing
my greenside
pitches?
By Top 25 Coach Keith Williams
To improve the consistency of your strike, tee a
ball up on a low peg. Concentrate on letting the
club ‘glide’ through impact and try to get the
leading edge to clip the peg. This will
encourage a shallow impact angle – so less of
a digging action. Start by taking a narrow
stance with your weight slightly favouring the
lead foot, then feel the triangle formed by the
arms move away from the ball. Keep the hands
and wrists fairly passive. The downswing is a
simple rotation of the arms and chest over the
inside of the left foot. You should just graze the
grass at impact.

Brush
You shouldn’t
be taking a divot
during this drill – the aim
is for the leading edge to
simply brush the tee
peg through
impact.
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By Tour coach Zane Scotland

Conquer greenside
bunkers

1

Ball and weight forward
You should position the ball midway between your
sternum and lead armpit, so underneath where
most shirts have a logo. Have your weight 70 per
cent into your lead foot at address and keep it there
throughout the swing. You want the club shaft to be
pretty vertical, so make sure you don’t lean it forward.
Bury your feet a couple of inches into the sand.

Shallow
splash
You want to ignore the
ball and focus on hitting the
sand. You shouldn’t be making
contact with the ball, but
you only need a
small splash of
sand.

70 per cent of your weight
should be in your lead foot
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2

Everything square except clubface
Set up with your heels and body square to the
target, rather than everything way open. The
only thing you want open is the clubface.
Bending your knees a little more than usual and
dropping the butt of the club lower brings the aim of the
clubface to the left (for right-handers), so the ball will
launch at your target even with an open clubface.

3

Don’t dig when you swing
Hit the sand about three inches before the ball.
It’s important to remember that you don’t have
to dig into the sand with your swing – you will
already naturally take the clubhead just under the
surface because you’ve buried your feet by a couple of
inches at address. The clubhead should glide through
the sand and be two inches at its deepest point.

4

Get to a reasonably
high finish
All good bunker players get
the club back up and out of
the sand. The last thing you want to
do is bury it in there as you’ll take too
much sand and lose all your
clubhead speed through the impact
zone, which usually means the ball
stays in the bunker. Make sure you
have a follow-through that ensures
you get the club – and the ball – out
of the sand.

A high finish will ensure your
club doesn’t get stuck in the sand
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By Peter Jackson, author and scratch golfer

Can you
overcome
the yips?

1
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The dreaded yips has destroyed many
golfing careers, but it’s not an
insurmountable condition. It reveals
itself as an inability to control the putter
at impact due to involuntary muscle
spasms. In golf it occurs mostly in
putting, but also happens in plenty of
other sports – darts and snooker have
their own sufferers. The yips is often
viewed as a purely psychological
problem, but I believe it is a physical
one, too.
In order to execute a putting stroke,
your entire body is coordinated through
a particular route in your nervous
system, connecting your brain, eyes and
body. That specific combination of
nerves is called a neural pathway. After
many repetitions, that pathway can
malfunction and needs to be modified
or replaced with a new one. The yips
stems from a neurological problem from
which the psychological trauma is
mainly a by-product.

The yips is a
debilitating affliction

I was a yipper for
over two decades. The
low point (of many)
was a traumatic
double-hit from 18
inches in St Moritz at
the age of 21, but I
continued to play to a
handicap of 5 for the
next 20-plus years. At
the age of 45 I left my
job and, over the next
five years, I got down
to +1, reached Final
Qualifying for both the
Open Championship
and the Staysure Tour,
and was second
reserve for the Senior
Open Championship.
Scientific research
suggests that putting
yips increases 18-hole
scores by an average
of 4.5 putts per round
and, of those six shots
that I gained, four of them came through
putting. I am still not a great putter, but
my average hovers around 30 putts per
round and my love of the game has
returned. If it is possible for a middleaged golfer to get over the yips and
even occasionally compete with top
amateurs and seasoned pros, then it is
definitely possible for you to turn things
around, too.
If you truly want to overcome your yips
then the first step is to admit that you
have a problem. Many yippers are in
denial and therefore will surely never fix
their problem.

“SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SHOWS
PUTTING YIPS INCREASES 18-HOLE
SCORES BY 4.5 PUTTS PER ROUND”
Peter Jackson, author and scratch golfer

A few basics of the yips:
uYippers are hesitant and negative. Be
positive: when you practise putting, play
games that force you to hit the ball past
the hole.
uYips occur at impact, not on the
backswing. Practise techniques to
minimise thinking about impact: routine,
looking at the hole, closing your eyes,
imagining your target in your head and
focusing on where the clubhead should
be at the end of the stroke.
uDevelop a consistent, automatic
routine that has no pauses, so there’s no
opportunity for your conscious brain to
get involved.
uDon’t worry about what others think
about your game. Let them get on with
their own problems.

Peter now plays off
a handicap of +1

2

3
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Want to know more?
Peter Jackson: Get To
Grips With The Yips
A book inspired by
Bernhard Langer
to help you fix your
putting and love
golf again.

Dr Bob Rotella: Putting
Out Of Your Mind
The game’s leading
psychologist on how you
can change your attitude on
the greens and start holing
putts again.

Hank Haney: Fix the Yips Forever
Tiger Woods’ former coach draws
on scientific findings to help those
of us who have succumbed to the
brain malfunctions that get in the
way of all aspects of our game.

Do you have a
yip signature?
This might sound counterintuitive, but first you
need to become more familiar with your yips
and discover what muscles are going into
spasm. Very few people suffer from the ‘big
muscle’ yips – for me, the danger has always
come from the right wrist. So how do I know this?
Try putting only with the left hand, just stroking
the ball. How does it feel? Now try it only with the
right hand. One will feel
better than the other. The
key is just to identify it. If
neither feels dodgy, you
may need to add a bit of
pressure to the situation.
Changing your grip is
the first and hardest part.

By switching to something radically different
and probably initially uncomfortable, you will
stop using the old, broken neural pathway and
start building a new one.
Your best chance of controlling the yips is by
choosing a low ‘yip potential’ grip: i.e. one in
which your problem body part is limited in its
ability to derail your stroke. For example, if I
rotate my forearm by a quarter turn and place
my hand on top of the putter, my right wrist
can’t really get involved. It’s locked there and
that movement is also powered by completely
different (and weaker) muscles. It feels weird but
that’s a good thing. I’m now using a new and
different neural pathway.
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Annika Sorenstam
The Swede, who has ten Majors to her name, made a first
LPGA Tour appearance for 13 years in February

1.

Holing out

The expectations of making short putts
are high and some people put too much
pressure on themselves – they get a little
‘wristy’. You want to stand still, get a solid base
and just use your shoulders. Try keeping your
head down a little longer and listen for when
the ball goes in the hole, rather than moving
your whole body.
I work on a drill where I just ‘brush’ the putter
forward – so there’s no real backswing. You
want to just stroke the ball in and get the
clubhead almost moving over the hole. Lots of
people have a long swing and they stop – and
then the ball will go off line. This is a great
exercise from close range because it gets you
used to accelerating through the ball. You
should find it really improves your roll, too.

2.

Ball-striking

3.

Greenside bunker play

4.

Chipping

Firstly, you have to accelerate. Often
people will just stop, which is just a nothing shot.
Then you have to understand the bounce of the
club. I like to put a rake in the bunker pointing
towards the flag. I then hit down on the rake
handle rather than the sand, which gets you
used to feeling like the club is bouncing. You
won’t break the rake unless you get really
aggressive! Just feel and listen to the bounce
and see how the club acts.
There are several ways to chip: you can
do so with a wedge from anywhere, short and
long distance – if you want it high you move the
ball forward and low you move it back. I like to
bump and run, which I’d recommend for
someone who doesn’t play a lot – it has more
margin for error. With an 8-iron, for example, put
the ball back in your stance and play it almost
like a putt. Keep it low and take the wrists out of
it – so no moving parts here, just a little weight
on your left side.

The key for me with ball-striking is tempo.
A lot of people go so hard with their irons and
lose their consistency. You need to be able to
repeat the swing. What’s always been really
important for me is the speed of swing – so I’m
six out of ten. I don’t swing super hard, but what I
Course strategy
have is repeatable, so I have the same ball flight.
I don’t use any specific drills for working on
Lots of golfers just want to hit it hard on
my ball-striking, but the way you come into the
every hole and they don’t really care where
ball is important and I do
they end up because they can
analyse my divots – they’re
have a shorter club in. I
bigger with the shorter irons. You
understand this, but what I tell
What’s in the bag?
also need to pay close attention
people in pro-ams is just hit the
to the ball position. I see lots of
clubs you’re comfortable with.
Driver:
Callaway
Epic
Speed,
9°
club golfers not moving the ball
Some people don’t really like the
3&
5-wood:
Callaway
Epic
Speed
at all, just keeping it fairly central
driver, but they feel like they
Hybrid:
Callaway
Mavrik,
20°
even with something like a
have to hit it. You don’t even
Irons: Callaway Apex 21 (5-PW)
6-iron. As a result, they come
have to carry 14 clubs and you
Wedges: Callaway Jaws MD5, 48°,
down too step and the ball
can work on the ones you’re not
54° & 58°
shoots to the right.
happy with on the range!
Putter: Odyssey White Hot OG

5.

Rossie Stroke Lab
Ball: Callaway Chrome Soft X
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Will New Clubs
Unlock Lower Scores?
In part 2 of Project Joe, our beginner golfer gets fitted for
new clubs to try and speed up his improvement

nthusiastic newcomer Joe
Brewin has set himself the goal
of breaking 100 for the first time
this year and has got on to the
right track with lessons from
PGA Pro James Whittemore. But
his current equipment is
holding him back, so a full-bag
custom fitting with Cobra Golf’s
Billy Whiteman was in order.
He was tasked with fitting
Joe into the correct make-up
of clubs from the impressive
Radspeed range. As you’ll
discover, the gains Joe made
were significant, which should
help accelerate his progress
and help him achieve his goal
before the season finishes.
Fingers crossed...

Joe’s assessment
“You know you’ve got off to a
rough start in golf when the
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Joe’s outdated gear

was making the game
clubs you bring along to
By the end, Billy agreed:
harder for him
a fitting are literally
after we’d switched
laughed out of the bag.
between shafts on a
I’d got absolutely no
7-iron, we settled on
idea what to expect from a
some Radspeed One Length irons, which were
fitting, having never done one still immediately lighter than my old lumps.
before, but the prospect of
Given that my arms are more teenager than
upgrading to some tools I
Tiger, being able to achieve a faster swing
wasn’t immediately ashamed speed with a club far less clunky will surely help
of was a rather exciting one.
in the long run.
Certainly, the Cobra fitter Billy
Whiteman’s pity for my
antique driver suggested the
only way was up.
One thing I did have in mind
going in was the possibility of
moving to one-length clubs.
For a beginner like me, I
thought they might help – the
idea of removing some of the
When it came to the driver, we took off some
uncertainty when clubs get
length in a bid to strike the ball better. Despite
shorter (a big issue for me up
the shorter shaft, my distance increased
to this point) and trying to
considerably, along with my confidence.
achieve some consistency
As it turns out, you don’t really know what a
was appealing.
nice shot feels like until you’ve used some nice

“Cobra’s One Length
irons helped me be
more consistent”

In association with

new clubs. Immediately, I got
Fitter analysis
more distance with the Cobra
clubs – the ball flew off the
“Joe’s clubs were very outdated
clubface in a completely
and not fitted for him, which has
different way to my tired old
its limitations. Starting with the
ones, making for a massively
Radspeed irons, we immediately
more satisfying experience.
looked at One Length given how
I knew I’d struck balls at
new Joe was to the game and
Hemingford Abbots like a
that more consistency would
bloke with his eyes sewn shut,
make such a big difference. They
but I couldn’t wait to see what
produced ten yards of extra carry
a difference new clubs would
distance, helped by the Recoil
make. A few weeks later, like a
graphite shafts, and the more
kid who’s just been told they’re
upright lie angle helped bring his
off to Disneyland, I was able to
start lines in tighter.
find out for the first time when
With the driver, we quickly
my custom set was delivered.
settled on the Radspeed XD
The Radspeed XD
driver boosted Joe’s
Playing nine holes, the driver nature of One
head to stop shots missing out
distance and control
Length clubs means
was an immediate success. A
to the right, and also opted for
a bit of a mentality
couple of weeks earlier, I’d
a lower-spinning shaft which
played one last (if only second shift for the ‘shorter’
helped with consistency and
ones in that respect – but a bit distance – he was hitting the ball over 30 yards
ever) round with my old clubs
more practice will do a world
– a miserable disaster in wind
longer on average! Going slightly shorter in the
and rain – and abandoned the of good there. Otherwise,
shaft brought his strike pattern closer to the
though, I’m very confident that sweetspot, too.
driver on the back nine. I
my new Cobra clubs will be
couldn’t have hit the ball
We then looked at the gapping by analysing
straight that day if it was being literal game-changers once I
the carry distance of his 5-iron and the driver. It
start getting down the range
sent down a drainpipe.
turned out the gap wasn’t huge, so we only
more and trying to nail a
Fast-forward a couple of
needed to fill it with one club. We tried some
consistent swing.
weeks, though, and the game
hybrids, but in the end the best option was a
There are still teething issues draw-biased Radspeed XD 5-wood.
had changed – the Radspeed
XD driver felt different from the that only magic fairy dust
I would say to any golfer who thinks they
could fix (or failing that, my
start. The first tee shot went
aren’t good enough for a custom fitting that it
beautifully straight and I didn’t new coach James), but the
just simply isn’t the case – as Joe’s results would
duff it off the tee with that club road ahead certainly looks
testify. You’ll be much more consistent with
much brighter
from there on.
fitted clubs – your dispersion will be tighter and
and I’m hopeful you’ll almost certainly hit the ball further.”
I’m still getting
Billy explains to Joe
I can shoot a
to grips with the
why a 5-wood is the
decent score.”
wedges – the
perfect option for him

What’s in
Joe’s bag?
Driver Cobra Radspeed XD, 10.5°,
Fujikura Motore F3 regular 44.5in shaft
Fairway Cobra Radspeed XD 5-wood,
Fujikura Motore F3 regular shaft
Irons Cobra Radspeed One Length,
5-SW, UST Recoil EXS 460 regular shafts
Bag Cobra Ultralight stand bag
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Ball comes to rest
against person
As we get used to again seeing
fans at PGA Tour events, the
players also continue to
re-familiarise themselves with
spectator interaction. Chris
Wallace, Rules manager at The
R&A, discusses an incident
during the Wells Fargo
Championship when Kramer
Hickok’s wayward drive came
to rest on a downslope against
the back of a seated fan.
Rule 11 covers what to do if
the player’s ball in motion hits
a person, animal, equipment
or anything else on the course.
When this happens
accidentally, there is no
penalty and the player
normally must accept the
result, whether favourable or
not, and play the ball from
wherever it comes to rest.
If, however, a ball comes to
rest against a person or an
outside influence and the
person then moves (causing
the ball to also move), Rule 9
applies, and the player must
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get the ball back in play by
replacing it on its original spot
without penalty. This was the
case for Hickok, whose ball
rolled down the slope as soon
as the spectator moved away.
Under the guidance of the
Rules official, before asking the
spectator to move, Hickok first
marked the position of the ball
using a tee, so he had an
exact reference point on
which to replace the ball in the
event of it moving. Although
this is not a requirement under
the Rule itself, it is always good
practice to do so in order to be
as accurate as possible.
In Hickok’s situation, the
ruling was straightforward as,
once the ball moved, he was
simply directed to replace his
ball on the spot where it had
come to rest (which he had
already marked).
Luckily, given that the ball
was in the rough, it stayed on
the exact spot once he had
replaced it. However, this is not

always the case. If Hickok had
tried to replace the ball but it
had not stayed on its original
spot, he would have
been required to
attempt to replace it
a second time under
Rule 14.2e. If the ball
again did not stay on
that spot, he would
BALL AT REST
have been required
ESSENTIALS
to replace it on the
nearest spot where it
u If a ball comes to
would have stayed
rest against a
person and they
at rest that was no
then move
nearer the hole and
(causing the ball to
in the general area.
also move), Rule 9
Although most of
applies.
us play without the
u The ball is simply
added pressure of
replaced on its
spectators, it is
original spot
always useful to
without penalty.
know, as the same
u Although not
procedure applies
required, it is
recommended to
when a ball comes
mark the position
to rest against any
of the ball (if
person, animal or
possible) before
other equipment on
the person moves.
the course.

Your queries resolved
Apologies in advance

Q for a query I perhaps

should already know
the answer to, but I cannot
seem to find it in the Rule
book. We played a club match
the other day, and in one of
the matches during the round
an opponent gripped his club,
got a pen out and drew a line
across the palm of the glove
to give him a reference point
for how to grip the club. Is this
allowed? I’m thinking it
sounds similar to drawing a
line on the ball, but perhaps
it’s not allowed once the
round has started?
Lilyhawk, GM website forum

A golfer can draw a
line on their glove at
any point

R&A
WINNERS
Each month, the
readers whose
queries are
featured will
receive an Open
Championship
putter cover plus
a sleeve of three
R&A logo Titleist
Pro V1 golf balls

The simple answer to

A your question is yes.

Drawing a line on a
glove as a visual aid to assist
the player in placing his hands
in a consistent or specific
position on the grip is
permissible under the
Equipment Rules. There is no
limitation on when this may
be done either before or
during a round.
Chris Wallace,
R&A Rules manager

In a recent foursomes

Q match I was involved

in, I hit our ball into a
yellow penalty area and then
In foursomes, who
should be taking
the drop?

dropped our new ball back on
the line, even though it was
obviously my partner’s turn to
play next. I thought that
wasn’t an issue in a foursomes
match, but our opponents
were convinced that the
player to play next also had to
be the one to make the drop
and asked that we re-drop.
Can you confirm if we needed
to, or if our original ‘team’ drop
had been perfectly valid
under the Rules?
Tony Etherington,
Bungay, Suffolk
Under the

A circumstances you

described, you were
indeed correct that either of
you were permitted to drop
the ball. In foursomes, either
partner may take any
permitted action for the side
before the stroke is made,
including dropping the ball, no
matter which partner’s turn it
is to play next.
Chris Wallace,
R&A Rules manager
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The teeing area
When referring to the tee, most
golfers will naturally think of the
tee box – often raised - from
which they start every hole, but
the definition of ‘teeing area’
under the Rules is a lot more
precise than that. The teeing
area is a rectangle two
club-lengths in depth, with the
forward-most points and
outer-most sides of the tee
markers defining its outer limits.
‘Club-length’ is also now a
defined term under the Rules
(the longest club you are
carrying for that round,
excluding your putter). This
means you may have to be a
little careful about how far you
go back if you’ve decided to
venture a little further towards
the back edge, perhaps to
avoid an uneven patch of
ground or to get a very precise
yardage on a par 3.
A ball is considered to be
inside the teeing area even if
only a tiny part of the ball
overlaps the edge of the area. It
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is perfectly permissible to stand
outside the teeing area to play,
as long as your ball remains
within it. This might be to make
maximum use of the angle on
the hole or to allow you to hit
your preferred shot shape
more comfortably.

“CLUB-LENGTH IS NOW
A DEFINED TERM UNDER
THE RULES”
Playing from outside the
teeing area or from the wrong
set of markers is effectively the
same offence under Rule 6.1b,
but while the ramifications can
be quite severe in stroke play, in
match play, whether or not you
are penalised at all is entirely at
the discretion of your opponent.
In stroke play, you incur the
general penalty (two strokes).
You must then correct your
error by playing a ball from

The Rules offer
a very precise
definition of the
teeing area

inside the teeing area before
making a stroke at your next
hole, or before returning your
scorecard if it happens on your
final hole, with all strokes played
with the ball from outside the
teeing area being disregarded.
Unfortunately, if you don’t
correct your mistake in time,
you will be disqualified.
In match play, there is no
penalty, but your opponent
may immediately request that
you cancel the stroke and play
another ball from within the
teeing area. That decision is
entirely up to your opponent
and may well depend on
where your ball has gone or
how generous they’re feeling
that day.
Finally, any time your ball is
lying in the teeing area of the
hole you’re playing, it may be
re-teed anywhere within that
teeing area. So, if your
foursomes partner almost
misses it and it just topples off
the tee, you may then re-tee
the ball if it hadn’t made it
outside the teeing area – very
handy if you’re facing a long
drive over water!

RULES

Photography: Kenny Smith – shot on location at The Gleneagles Hotel, Perth & Kinross

Test your knowledge
3 During a match, Fergus’ putt rolls towards a
wedge Jezz had left on the green. Before the
ball hits the club, Jezz lifts it. What is the ruling?
A No penalty and the ball is played as it lies.
B Jezz gets one penalty stroke.
C Jezz gets the general penalty (loss of hole).

1 In stroke play, Fergus sneezes while Jezz is on
his downswing, distracting Jezz and causing
him to mishit the ball. What is the ruling?
A No penalty and the ball is played as it lies.
B No penalty and Jezz may cancel and replay
his last stroke.
C Fergus gets the general penalty (two strokes)
and the ball is played as it lies.
4 During a match, Jezz finds a bunker and to
save time and care for the course, he rakes his
footprints behind him as he walks before
playing his next stroke. What is the ruling?
A Jezz gets one penalty stroke.
B Jezz gets the general penalty (loss of hole).
C No penalty and the ball is played as it lies.

2 In stroke play, Fergus finds his ball in a rabbit
hole straddling the course and the boundary
line (the deepest part of the hole is on the
course side). What is the ruling?
A The ball is out of bounds.
B It is in bounds and must be played as it lies.
C The ball is in bounds and the player may take
free relief under Rule 16.1.

Quiz answers
1. A - Rule 1.2 covers player conduct, and while deliberately distracting other players while they are making strokes is
considered serious misconduct, accidentally sneezing is simply unfortunate timing. 2. C - As the ball is still touching part of
the course (see Rule 18.2a) the ball is in bounds, and as it is in an animal hole (abnormal course condition) Fergus is entitled
to free relief under Rule 16.1b. 3. A - Although under Rule 11.3 a player usually must not take action to affect where a ball in
motion might come to rest, under the exception to this Rule, this does not include moving any player equipment. 4. C Under Rule 12.2b, before making a stroke at a ball in a bunker, a player usually must not touch sand. However, this does not
apply when smoothing it to care for the course (provided the actions do not improve the conditions affecting the stroke).

IN ASSOCIATION
WITH THE
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TaylorMade SIM2
Fairways from £279
GM Verdict
TaylorMade’s fairway wood
offerings have impressed in
recent years, and in SIM2
golfers have a trio of models
to choose from. The SIM2
fairway has actually been
made a little smaller to suit
the eye of the stronger player,
while the larger SIM2 Max has
a greater focus on forgiveness
and control. There’s also a
draw-biased SIM2 Max D
model for golfers with a slice.
Looks-wise behind the ball,
golfers will be pleased to see
the visual elements from the
SIM2 drivers carry over – most
notably the slim white strip at
the front of the crown, which
contrasts with the face to
highlight face angle arguably
more vividly than any other
fairway wood on the market.
The SIM2 and SIM2 Max have
a similar shape but the latter is
noticeably larger, naturally
inspiring more confidence and
lending itself more to tee shots
and inconsistent ball-strikers.

Hit either of them out of the
middle and the first thing you
notice is the driver-like feel.
Balls shoot off like a rocket,
fizzing through the air with
penetration on a powerful
flight that is likely to be higher
than you were expecting. In
Looks
fact, both these models
Some will prefer
have no problem
the shallower face of
launching the ball
the SIM2 and how flush it
sits to the ground, while others
from the deck, which
will
find
the larger profile on SIM2
certainly enhances
Max more inviting behind
the versatility.
playability. In
the ball. Both are very
The lower spin of the
fact, forgiveness
easy to align.
SIM2 by about 300rpm
levels have gone
meant the flight was a little
up a notch, giving
stronger, but both models
you confidence on shots
achieved the same average
that may have previously
carry distance of 241 yards.
made you feel nervous.
The SIM2 Max flighted the ball
The SIM2 was marginally our
about three yards higher and
favourite because of the
this was clear to see, with a
stronger launch conditions,
touch more spin helping keep
but it is much more expensive
it in the air for longer.
(£369). The SIM2 Max (£279)
Given how far these clubs
arguably has wider appeal
are able to propel the ball, you
because of the all-round
might find yourself playing a
performance and more
little more loft to create the
reasonable price point.
ideal gapping between your
Go for a fitting and either
driver and hybrid. This is no
model will become a real
bad thing as it affords extra
asset in your bag.
The SIM2 Max (right)
has a larger profile
than SIM2 at address

We loved how hot
they felt, as well as
the forgiveness
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Flight
Both
models had
similar launch but
the SIM2 Max had a touch
more spin, which meant it
reached a higher peak
height and had better
stopping power
into greens.

Up Against

Ping G425 £299

Three models provide more
consistent spin performance,
thanks to a modified roll
profile low on the face.

Titleist TSi £279

Three models feature the new
Active Recoil Channel 4.0 to
produce a consistently higher
and faster launch.

The adjustable
loft on SIM2 adds
to the versatility

Key Technology
1 The SIM2 titanium fairway features a
lightweight carbon construction with a
Zatech titanium face and a heavy 80g
steel sole weight, providing a five per
cent MOI increase over its predecessor.
2 The V Steel sole delivers enhanced
forgiveness while maintaining optimal
launch. It also reduces friction at impact
for improved turf interaction and
versatility from different lies.
3 Corrective Twist Face curvature is
designed to give everyone straighter
shots on mishits.

Cobra Radspeed £229

Four models boast radial
weighting and Baffler sole rails
to improve both distance and
turf interaction.

“SHOTS FROM THE MIDDLE COME
OFF LIKE A ROCKET, AS IF LASER
GUIDED TOWARDS THE GREEN”
Joel Tadman, GM technical editor
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Srixon ZX4 Iron £899

GM Verdict
Until recently, the Srixon ZX
iron range, comprising the
soft-feeling ZX7 and more
powerful ZX5, had been
targeting the stronger player
through compact head sizes
and feel-oriented models. But
now golfers have a truly
out-and-out distance option in
the form of the ZX4.
Its 7-iron loft is 28.5° (the ZX5
is 31°), so clearly this is a club
designed to produce longer
carries and better off-centre
forgiveness for the higher
handicapper, or someone who
wants to look down on a ZX iron
that is more inviting to hit.
The ZX4 has a hollow head,
so it has infinitely more fizz off
the face than the ZX7 and ZX5,
too. It doesn’t feel especially
firm, but if you like a soft feel
you might be left wanting.
It’s noticeably more stable,
too. We found it to be very
efficient at rescuing a poor
strike and the consistency of
110

Looks
Visually, there’s a
lot more meat behind
the ball – a thicker topline
and wider sole versus the ZX5 – to
make the ZX4 look easy to hit.
Slicers will appreciate
the additional
offset.

High, straight and
long iron shots were
the order of the day

distance was the evidence of
this. Testing on the FlightScope
X3 launch monitor, the 7-iron
was regularly exceeding 180
yards of carry, only dropping
just below very occasionally
and topping out at 184 yards.
The other notable feature of
the 7-iron was the high
trajectory despite the relatively
strong loft. This club had no
problem getting the ball in the
air, even on slightly thin shots,
and it was generally very userfriendly. The Tour VT sole is
pronounced but not enough to

feel cumbersome
through the turf – in
fact, it helped on slightly
heavy contacts. Don’t
expect to take big,
tour-style divots with this
club, though.
The performance on offer
makes it an ideal solution for
average golfers, possibly
combined with the ZX5 model
in the short-irons where
distance is less of a factor.

Key Technology
1 Srixon’s MainFrame design comprises a
variable-thickness pattern made up of
grooves, channels and cavities milled into
the back of each face for added ball speed.
2 The hollow construction aids forgiveness
across the face. High-density tungsten in the
head helps with launch by lowering the
centre of gravity in the long- and mid-irons.
3 The ZX4 also has a forged HT1770 steel face
which is strong and light, while the 431 steel
body helps absorb vibrations for a softer feel.

Skechers Go Golf Elite
Tour SL Shoe £119

GM Verdict
When it comes to spikeless
comfort, Skechers golf
shoes have always impressed.
The brand clearly
understands how to make
shoes that can be worn for
hours straight out of the box,
and the Elite Tour SL model is
no different. In fact, this was
exactly how we tested it at
Essendon Country Club.
The combination of the
Resamax insole, UltraFlight
cushioning and the flexible
outsole make it incredibly
easy to wear. It offers trainerlike comfort, but with enough
structure to provide a stable
base to hit from.
With such a high level of
cushioning within the shoe,
we felt there was a slight
trade-off in terms of
breathability. But for us, the
positives outweighed the
negatives. The fit was

We enjoyed the
versatile, modern
styling on offer

generous – in
particular the
ample room in
the toe area,
which certainly
contributed to
the comfort we
experienced.
The range of traction points
on the outsole suggests this
shoe would perform as well in
the wet as it did in the dry
conditions. It is also worth
mentioning that the Elite Tour
SL has seam-sealed
waterproof protection, which
should help protect your feet
in damp conditions.
There might be more refined
spikeless golf shoes on the
market, but for under £120, this
is an excellent all-rounder. The
sometimes contrasting
demands of comfort and

Styling
We liked the
bright blue
colouring on the sole,
which gave an otherwise
simple and somewhat
classic design a
modern
edge.

stability are perfectly
balanced in the Go Golf Elite
Tour SL, and because of the
simple aesthetics, we think it
looks smart.
If you are looking for all-out
comfort, this shoe is certainly
a strong contender. But there’s
also enough structure and
grip to stand up well to the
specific challenge of swinging
a club in less-than-perfect
underfoot conditions.

Key Technology
1 This lace-up golf shoe features a premium,
full-grain leather upper with a lightweight,
cushioned midsole and a Goga Max comfort
insole for responsive support.
2 Skechers’ waterproof membrane provides
protection from the elements.
3 The durable-grip outsole provides 236 points
of contact per pair for enhanced traction
and stability.
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Looks
The large,
rounded profile
looks inviting to hit,
and the combination of the
three-dot system on the
crown and white grooves
on the edges of the
face makes it
easy to
align.

Ping G425 Hybrid £249
GM Verdict
we tested a 19° sample
indoors on the Foresight
Sports GCQuad launch
monitor with Titleist Pro V1x
golf balls. Our clubhead
speed was the lowest of all
the 2021 hybrids we tested
and the ball speed was lower
than average, too. But the
carry distance was more than
competitive, averaging 219
yards through the air, making
it one of the longer models we
tried. It was also one of the
highest-launching
hybrids, getting the
ball airborne from
the deck with
consistent spin.
This is an excellent
recipe for long,
accurate golf shots.
The shorter shaft
provides greater
control of the
clubface, while the
design of the
The Ping G425 clubhead, in
was noticeably particular the
accurate tungsten weight and

Shots that require a hybrid
– long approaches or tee
shots on tight holes – often
demand precision and control,
which is where this club excels.
At address, it sets up squarely
behind the ball and the larger
size inspires confidence. The
stock shaft length of 40 1/4in is
slightly shorter than most,
which arguably makes the
head look bigger than it is.
This shorter length also had
an effect on the results when
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modified roll profile, takes care
of the launch and stability.
This gave us the confidence
to be more committed with
our swing and more
aggressive with our lines,
knowing that the consistency
of the performance would
take care of the result. With
the adjustable loft sleeve and
Arccos sensor included too,
the Ping G425 hybrid makes
for a compelling option at the
top end of the bag.

Key Technology
1 A modified roll profile, mainly low on the face
where loft decreases, is said to bring more
consistent spin performance and increase
ball speed for added distance.
2 A tungsten sole weight strategically placed in
each club increases the MOI in the stainless
steel head for added forgiveness.
3 The thin, high-strength maraging steel face
wraps into the crown and sole to increase
flexing for more distance and higher launch.

Galvin Green Angus
Shakedry Jacket
The lightweight, thin design means it
will keep you dry and you won’t
overheat if the temperatures are
mild. You can also combine it with
layers underneath in the winter. The
shiny finish won’t be everyone’s cup
of tea, but water beads off quickly
and the elasticated panels under
the arms and lower back certainly
assist with freedom of movement.
£329

Srixon Z-Star 2021 Ball
We were very impressed with this
ball’s long-game capabilities and
the mid-flight it produces helps
combat windy conditions. It
performs around the green, too –
the greenside spin on offer is
fantastic and even with well-used
wedges we noticed plenty of grab
and stop on the second bounce.
This is undoubtedly one of the bestvalue tour-level offerings and ideal
if you prefer a softer-feeling ball.
£34.99 a dozen

Titleist Vokey SM8 Slate
Blue Wedge
The finish on the Vokey SM8 is said
to enhance durability and it looks
amazing from every angle. Shots
from bunkers did scratch the face a
tiny bit, but the finish has generally
proved to be longer-lasting than the
other options we’ve tried in the SM8
range. It’s a pricey option, but one
that will add a touch of class to your
golf bag.
£159.99

Cleveland CBX Full
Face Wedge

Under Armour Hovr
Drive Shoe

Ocean Tee Oceanic
Polo Shirt

The full groove coverage and high
toe shape instils confidence on
testing short-game shots, while the
premium dark finish is effective at
repelling the glare of the sun. The
forgiveness levels also impressed,
aided by the versatile C-shaped
sole, which helps turn potential duffs
into decent results and encourages
you to be more adventurous.

A classic golf shoe in terms of looks,
feel and performance. It has good
cushioning for comfort and support
without feeling too soft under foot,
like some of the more casual
modern styles can. The traction
from the cleated outsole is fantastic,
locking your feet in place when you
swing. The waterproof upper offers
good breathability, too.

More at the casual end of the polo
shirt spectrum, but the pique finish
and colour accents certainly make
a mark and you could wear it off the
course, too. The freedom of
movement it affords is also
noticeable despite it being slim
fitting. Plus, at the end of its natural
life it will biodegrade, leaving no
harmful substances behind.

£139

£140

£49.99
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ASK OUR
EXPERT
Should I use a tee on
par 3s?
Ryan Gilbert, via email
For 99 per cent of
golfers, absolutely, as it
reduces the chance of
early ground contact
and helps you hit the
middle of the face. But I
actually don’t, because
it encourages a swing
fault of swinging too
much from the inside.
Not teeing it up means
I have to trap the ball
more and swing down/
more left, which gives
me more control. Each
to their own!
For most, a
tee will help

I’m coming back to the
game after a long
break. Which areas
should I invest in?
NedPizza, GM Forum
I would say there are
three areas to prioritise:
driver, wedges and ball.
Driver forgiveness and
adjustability has
moved on a lot, so a
custom fitting will
almost certainly unlock
extra distance and
accuracy. New wedges
will provide you with
more control and
confidence around the
greens, while using the
same ball will help
produce a more
repeatable ball flight
and consistent reaction
upon landing.
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Joel Tadman on...

3-iron v 3-hybrid –
what the data tells us

It’s a conundrum many golfers face,
but it can be tricky to know which
route to go down for this slot in the
bag. Our data partnership with
Arccos gives us greater insight into
the actual performance differences
of both these clubs from a data set
of more than 300 million shots
recorded over five million rounds. It
unearthed a few interesting trends
for this particular pickle.
The first is that the 3-iron is not
dead. In fact, handicaps of 10 and
below hit their 3-iron further than
their 3-hybrid. This is likely because

3-iron shots will have lower spin
and therefore run out more. It isn’t
until we get to 17-handicappers that
the 3-hybrid becomes longer.
The second trend is that golfers
are selecting the 3-hybrid on shots
where a 3-wood would be a better
choice. Handicaps of 5 and under
typically pull their 3-iron or 3-hybrid
facing shots of 220-230 yards, but
actually average 197-210 yards with
their 3-wood.
Interestingly, for Arccos players in
the 20- to 25-handicap range, the
extra distance provided by the
3-wood’s loft, lie and shaft length is
negligible (five to seven yards) over
the 3-iron and 3-hybrid. With the
3-hybrid being a much easier club
to get airborne off the fairway, and
its dispersion being lower, it’s the
smarter play for bogey golfers.
I feel like over a wide spectrum of
shots, a 3-hybrid would produce
more consistent results, but a 3-iron
is a better play off the tee.
Two very different
clubs, but which
should you use?

HEAD TO
HEAD

Bettinardi Studio
Stock 18 £399

Sik Golf Pro C
£399

Loft: 3°
Grip: Lamkin Sink Fit Standard

Loft: 2°
Grip: Sik Black
Looks

It has beautiful lines and a really elegant satin
finish. It’s longer from heel to toe but shorter
from front to back, which makes it look arguably
too skinny, but it has great shelf appeal.
The quieter sound translates into a slightly
softer feel off the face. The stock grip is firm and
tacky with a wide front edge – which helps with
clubface control – but is on the narrow side.
It didn’t quite have the speed of the Sik putter,
which meant we could be more aggressive with
our stroke, and the roll from the asymmetric
grooves was pure. But we sometimes came up
frustratingly short from long range.
The longer blade length means there is a
decent margin for error on heel and toe strikes,
but we didn’t feel like the lines or distance were
as consistent on longer putts. That said, other
shapes in the range will offer more stability.
A great looking and feeling putter that delivers
the feel and roll performance blade users
expect. There are seven shapes to choose
from within the range, which should cover all
player preferences.

9~8
Feel/sound

9~9
Performance

8~9
Forgiveness

You can’t fault the shape – it’s arguably a more
traditional blade-style profile – but the rawlooking finish isn’t as premium as you’d expect
given the price tag.
A little firmer but still very pleasant, and was
noticeably solid from a wide area. It would be
ideal if you play a slightly softer golf ball, like a
Titleist Pro V1 versus a Pro V1x.
It seemed to be a little more consistent in terms
of roll and speed from long range, when our
stroke got longer and delivery into the ball
wasn’t as repeatable. We holed out better from
short range, too.

8~9

It felt like this was slightly more stable from a
wider area, with the progressively descending
lofts from top-to-bottom on the face helping to
produce more consistent launch angles and
consequent roll on different lengths of putt.
Overall appeal

8~8
Totals/50

42

It’s premium priced, but delivers the
performance to match. The adjustable shaft/
hosel option, plus the big focus on custom
fitting, means golfers can find a set-up that
suits their putting stroke.

43
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WGETAYSTO
YOUR
‘A’ GAME BACK!

XXIO ambassador and former tour

pro Andrew Murray offers some simple
tips to help get your game back on track
Photography TOM MILES
Words ANDREW MURRAY WITH NEIL TAPPIN
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1. Adding distance
This is a great drill to help you
find extra speed without
losing the flow or control in
your swing. Turn your driver
upside down so you are
gripping just below the
clubhead. As you move
through the downswing, listen
for the swish. It should be as
smooth and loud as possible
through impact. This drill gives
you the feeling of ‘letting go’
that you need to commit to
your drives and hit the ball
further without losing control.

2. Flexibility
Devoting time to improving
your flexibility is one of the
simplest ways to unlock extra
distance. A good way to do this
is to get a resistance band, as
shown here, and put it under
your left foot and into your left
hand. Swing to the top and
hold the position - you should
feel the stretch in your core
muscles. From there, move
through to the finish and do
the same thing. This will help
improve both the flexibility and
stability in your swing.

3. Distance control
It is worth checking how far you hit each iron.
Don’t be taken in by finding out your total
distances – it is the carry yardages that you

need to know. A good way to do this is to hit a
few shots into the green with, for instance, your
8-iron. Locate the pitch mark of your average,
not your best, shot. Work out the distance to
that spot and you have your 8-iron carry
yardage. Try to repeat this for your other irons.

Your gear
choices

4. Fairway woods
Firstly, find fairway woods you are confident
using, you like the look of and that have enough
loft. Then, to hit them well, you need stability in
your swing. A great practice drill is to close your
eyes and swing to the top. Hold it there for a
few seconds and you’ll get a sense for where
your weight is and whether you’re in balance.
Swing to the finish and, again, ask yourself if
you’re in balance.

5. Ball-striking
When it comes to ball-striking,
the word compression is
important but can be easily
misunderstood. In searching
for a powerful ball-first
contact, some golfers lean on
the shot too much – they lose
the centre point in the swing
and the club digs too much
through impact. If this is a
problem for you, think about
striking the ball at the base of
your swing arc. A great drill is
to tee the ball up
on a low tee peg,
almost as if it is
sitting on a good
lie. The idea is to
brush the turf to
nick the tee out
of the ground.

From the same stable as
Srixon and Cleveland,
XXIO specialises in
premium-quality clubs to
benefit players with
moderate to slow swing
speeds. The attention to
detail in the company’s
manufacturing processes
and design is incredible
and is generating
significant interest across
the industry.
XXIO is clear on its
target market – players
with a swing speed of
below 100mph. As such, its
lightweight clubs feature
high balance points that
are easy to swing.
If you’re someone with
a slower swing speed or
your speed is tailing off as
you get older, switching to
XXIO could improve your
performance and
heighten your enjoyment
of the game. The science
is formidable, and the
construction processes
and materials used are
second to none. XXIO
could change your
golfing life.
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Best 2021 stand bags

Y

our golf bag is
with you every
step of the way
on the course, so
it pays to do your
research and invest in one
that provides the level of
storage, protection and ease
of use that works for you within
your budget. It’s a crowded
market and therefore can be
a bit of a minefield, but we
recently tested 13 of the latest
models to help you narrow
down your search and choose
the one that ticks the most
boxes for you.
Styling
A subjective category, of
course, but there were some
bags that stood out for their
appearance more than
others, notably the trendy
camo pattern on the Srixon Z
Series that really grabbed our
attention. Other bags that
caught our eye with the

We assessed
the pros and
cons of 13 of
the latest
stand bags

aesthetics were the bold
pattern on the Cobra Ultralight
all the way down the side and
the simple but contemporary
Sun Mountain H2NO Lite Speed.
Some others, like the
TaylorMade Flextech and the
Ping Hoofer Lite, offered up
something more subdued, but
one thing is for sure: there’s a
bag out there to suit
everyone’s taste.

“THE VARIETY OF DESIGNS IS VAST,
SO REALLY THINK ABOUT WHICH
FEATURES MATTER MOST TO YOU”
Joel Tadman, GM technical editor
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GM pick:
Srixon Z Series
Features
Every brand
offers a
waterproof

bag, but not all the models in
our test were, like the Ping
Hoofer Lite and the
TaylorMade Flextech, so check
before you buy. In terms of
storage space, the Titleist
Players 4 Plus Stadry stood out
with its eight waterproof
pockets (including an
expandable full-length
apparel pocket) while still
coming in under the 2kg mark,
which was very impressive.
The TaylorMade Flextech
Crossover has a whopping ten
pockets, including two apparel
pockets and a suede-lined
valuables pocket.
Weight, or the lack of it, is
certainly an asset and the

Titleist Motocaddy MacGregor TaylorMade
Sun
Players 4 HydroFlex
7 Series
Flextech Mountain
Plus Stadry
Two5 Plus
Price
Weight
Colours

£240 £219.99 £125
1.95kg 2.3kg 1.31kg
6
3
3

Ping
Hoofer Lite

£239 £229.95 £165
2.1kg 1.31kg 2.3kg
4
4
4

Cobra
Ultralight

£139
2kg
6

Big Max Callaway
Dri Lite Hyper Dry 14
Hybrid Tour

Srixon
Z Series

Wilson TaylorMade
Sun
Staff Exo II Flextech Mountain
Crossover H2NO Lite
Speed

£179.99 £239.95 £179 £160 £199
2kg 1.9kg 2.9kg 2.25kg 2.7kg
7
5
5
6
2

£249
2kg
5

during the course of a round,
but you can still easily use it as
a stand bag if you wish. That
said, we’d have liked the legs
to protrude a bit further for a
little more stability.
GM pick: Big Max Dri Lite
Hybrid Tour
Value
The MacGregor 7 Series (£125)
was the least expensive bag,
and given how lightweight and
comfortable it is and the fact it
has five spacious pockets, it
certainly offers great value if
you aren’t fussed about full
waterproof protection.
But if this is a must for you, the
Motocaddy HydroFlex arguably
offers the best value for money
overall – it features ample
storage and the Easilock base
means you can use it with a
Motocaddy trolley if you so
desire. It was pushed all the way
by the Big Max Dri Lite Hybrid
Tour, which comes in well under
the critical £200 mark.
GM pick: Motocaddy HydroFlex
MacGregor 7 Series, Sun
Mountain Two5 Plus and Ping
Hoofer Lite really excelled at
minimising weight while still
offering good storage and
durability. The Callaway Hyper
Dry 14 also comes in under 2kg
and boasts the self-balancing
X-Act strap system, which
worked very well in practice.
We also enjoyed the variety of
storage options on the Wilson
Staff Exo II bag.
GM pick: Titleist Players 4 Plus
Stadry
Versatility
More storage and waterproof
protection means you’re more

likely to use a bag all year
round, so those are two key
boxes to tick. Pretty much all
the stand bags we tested
come with leg-lock straps in
some form, which stop the
legs popping out when sat on
a trolley and so are versatile in
that regard.
But the Big Max Dri
Lite Hybrid Tour has
taken this a step further
by starting the legs
lower down and having
a reinforced area above
that rests on the trolley.
This design means it fits
much better on a
trolley and
doesn’t twist

VERDICT

Any of these bags would serve
you very well for seasons to
come, and which one you choose
depends on the type of features
you prioritise. But if forced to pick
our favourite, it would probably
be the Sun Mountain H2NO Lite
Speed, with the Titleist Players 4
Plus Stadry and Motocaddy
HydroFlex pushing it all the way.
It looks the part, comes in five
stylish colour options and is fully
waterproof, while also being
lightweight. It was extremely
comfortable to carry and the
straps really spread the load
across your shoulders to
reduce the strain.
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BUYERS’ GUIDE
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GPS/Laser
Arccos’ Caddie app (free)
works with sensors to
provide AI-powered club
selection advice

Shot Scope’s
Pro L1 laser
rangefinder
(£199.99)
easily adjusts
for slope

The Zoom
Focus Tour
(£299) has a
premium look
and feel
You can manually move the pin
on the Garmin S42 (£269.99)

Every golfer needs some sort
of DMD (distance measuring
device) on their person during
a round of golf – it’s the
foundation of a solid strategy
that will save you up to a
handful of shots.
They come in many forms
depending on the level of
information you require –
predominantly laser
rangefinders, GPS watches
and handheld GPS devices
– but you can also get golf
GPS apps and even GPSenabled electric trolleys.
Laser rangefinders provide
point-and-shoot functionality

to spots visible from where you
are playing your shot, and are
especially useful for getting
distances to the flag. They
have the capability to take into
account changes in elevation,
while some even incorporate
GPS functionality, too.
GPS watches provide front,
middle and back distances,
but many also display
full-colour hole maps with
moveable pointers on a
touch screen for specific
yardages. Finally, handheld
GPS units come in various
sizes and some can even
clip to your golf bag or belt.

When choosing your next
DMD, think about what
information you would really
find useful. Hopefully, our
showcase will guide you into
the best model for your needs
and your budget.

Top buying tips
1 Some electric trolleys come with
in-built GPS, removing the need for an
external device.
2 Handheld units with hole maps are useful if
you play lots of new courses.
3 Make sure your laser has a Slope
function that can easily be disabled for
competition play.

“PIN-SPECIFIC YARDAGES CAN BE USEFUL, BUT THEY
ALSO ENCOURAGE YOU TO TAKE ON DANGEROUS
SHOTS, WHEN FINDING THE MIDDLE OF THE GREEN
TAKES THE BIG NUMBER OUT OF PLAY”
Joel Tadman, GM technical editor

SkyCaddie LX5C £349.95
With full-HD colour hole maps
and a moveable pointer on a
large 1.35” screen, it now
features a scratch- and faderesistant ceramic bezel.

SkyCaddie SX550 £379.95
Features a larger 5.5” screen
than the SX500, displaying
ground-verified colour hole
maps. Comes with a one-year
birdie membership.

Bushnell Tour V5 Slim £299
It’s compact to make it fit
better in your hand while still
vibrating when the flag is
found. Comes with Bushnell’s
free GPS app.

Inesis Golf 900 Laser
Rangefinder £129.99
Has a slope mode and
1,300-yard range and vibrates
when the flag has been picked
out from the background.

GolfBuddy Aim W11 £249.99
Zoom in and out on full-colour
hole maps via the 1.3” LCD
touchscreen and even track
your shot distances. Boasts 13
hours of battery life.

BEST GPS
HANDHELDS

Garmin Approach G80
£449.99
Has full-colour hole maps with
touch targeting; improve
using the in-built launch
monitor with practice modes.

Motocaddy Pro 3000 £269.99
Rainproof and feature packed,
this laser rangefinder has a
1,300-yard range and a PinLock
function with vibration and
visual confirmation.

BEST FOR
VALUE

BEST GPS
WATCHES

BEST LASER
RANGEFINDERS

Bushnell Phantom 2 GPS £139
Get distances to up to six
hazards per hole, cycle
through pin positions or use
the magnetic Bite feature to
attach it to your buggy.

Shot Scope V3 £209.99
Provides GPS distances and
hazard information, as well as
seamless performance
tracking and the Strokes
Gained analytics platform.

GolfBuddy Aim V10 £119.99
See and hear front, middle
and back distances with the
click of a button. Bigger
numbers improve visibility and
it comes in two colours.

Easygreen Vision Pro £249
The brightness on the OLED
crystal clear display can be
adjusted to five different
settings so you can always
see yardages clearly.

Garmin Approach S12 GPS
Watch £179.99
Provides hazard information
and up to 30 hours of battery
life in GPS mode, plus you can
keep your score.
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Nairn Dunbar
Words: Rob Smith ~ Photography: Getty Images

The Scottish Highlands is not only home to
some of the most beautiful scenery
anywhere in the UK&I, but also to a strong
and varied array of golf. Not far from
Inverness and just a few miles to the east
of Castle Stuart, Nairn is a historic town
with its own classic Top 100 links. Bordering
its ancient fishing port, there is a second
very fine course, Nairn Dunbar. Dating back to
1899, it is protected from the North Sea by
impressive dunes and is a strong and very
interesting links.

It is also the 2021 Environmental Golf Course
of the Year. The judges were very impressed by
the restoration of the links landscape through
the implementation of a rough management
plan. Native grasses, wildflowers and heather
have all been allowed to flourish. Great efforts
have also been made to firm up the playing
surfaces, making it a true, running links.

The club’s roots

Originally a nine-holer that was extended to 18
following WW1, there have been notable changes

MUST PLAY

to the layout over the years. Most recently, in
the mid-90s, three new holes were created at
the far end. These replaced those on the
south side of Lochloy Road which were sold
off for housing; an excellent deal that
facilitated the smart new clubhouse that
opened in 1997. This is also the home club of
2018 Irish Open champion, Russell Knox.

Signature hole

This is an out-and-back links with the added
twist that you change direction quite
regularly throughout. Ditches, gorse, several
very tough par 4s and plenty of strategic,
revetted bunkering all add to the challenge.

ESSENTIALS
Nairn Dunbar
Golf Club
Lochloy Road,
Nairn, IV12 5AE
Stats: par 72,
6,765 yards
GF: round: £100

As does the wind! Rather than an individual
stand-out, this is a course with 18 strong,
interesting and quite different holes that
together combine to offer an engaging and
testing round.
If you play in an easterly breeze, then the
three par 5s at the 13th, 16th and 18th should
each provide an opportunity to get one
back on the card. The short holes are varied
and attractive, and for lovers of wildlife, the
club works closely with the RSPB to create
habitats for various different species, such
as the sand martin. There are also lovely
views over to the Black Isle and the
mountains beyond.
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Rob Smith on…

ASK THE
E X P E R TS

The joy of
mixed golf

With regard to course
rankings, surely how
well you play will
influence the review?
Mike Howell, Manchester
This would be an easy
trap into which to fall,
but the answer is a
resounding no. I
remember scoring 47
points once at Tudor
Park but still feeling
underwhelmed by the
course. I also recall my
first visit to Gleneagles
when it didn’t stop
raining all day. I could
barely grip the club and
scored poorly, but
loved every minute
because the King’s and
Queen’s are so
beautiful and varied.
While it is good if the
course calls for every
club in the bag, it
doesn’t matter what
you then do with that
club. The course comes
first every time and we
Gleneagles’
King’s course

I have been playing golf for over 40
years, and although it is hard to
detect now, I briefly made it down
to single figures. These days, rather
than medals from the back tee, I
am far more interested in simply
appreciating the course and the
company. Despite that, there is one
form of competition that I still fully
enjoy: the Mixed Open. My
enthusiasm for exploring new
courses and revisiting old favourites
combines well with the pleasure of
playing golf with my sister, with
various mutual friends and quite
often with strangers.
In a little over a week in late May,
Debbi and I returned to lovely
Farnham in Surrey, made the
lengthy journey down to Barton on

know we are there on
behalf of the readers.
It’s still vital to
consider whether the
course is fair, but
someone who loves
architecture and has
experience of different
types of design could
make a fair assessment
having simply walked
the course.
If you have a courserelated question for
Rob & Jeremy, please
email golfmonthly@
futurenet.com
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The 5th hole
at Barton on Sea

Sea in Hampshire for the first time
and also played in the 125th
anniversary Mixed at Maidenhead.
Just a couple of weeks before
Henrik Stenson and Annika
Sorenstam’s Scandinavian Mixed,
we played the first two of these with
friends while at the third we were
happy with the luck of the draw.
Mixed, and indeed the vast
majority of Opens, usually offer
remarkable value. You are often
paying less than the standard
green fee for a day that includes
food and prizes. On top of this, the
courses are generally presented in
tip-top order and the members go
out of their way to be welcoming.
It’s really good PR for the host clubs,
and we were greatly taken with
both the Harry Colt clifftop design
at Barton on Sea and the JH Taylor
parkland layout at Maidenhead,
which was in excellent condition.
Most of all, it’s enormous fun to
play an event with an element of
competition that is at the same
time very social and relaxed, while
anything that breaks down the
male/female divide in golf has to be
a good thing.

MY CLUB

Tim Gallant
North Berwick
Golf Club

Jezz in trouble on
the 18th at Hollinwell

Jeremy Ellwood’s diary

Getting back
out there
Having played precious little at my
home club since golf’s late March
resumption, I was surprised to
discover I’d actually played 20
different courses in the ensuing
couple of months, courtesy of several
mini-trips with and without Rob.
It was even more of a surprise to
realise that I’d teed it up at five of our
Top 100 courses during that time,
including my third visit to Hollinwell in
Notts. What a superb course that is,
with a tremendous variety of holes
and a real sense of seclusion when
you get to the end of the long
entrance drive. You really do
feel miles away from it all.
Just before writing this, I
made my debut visit to
Denham in Buckinghamshire,
a delightful Harry Colt course
(with an even more delightful

90k
Golf holes played by
Golf Monthly reader
Peter Bosworth since
1991, all meticulously
recorded in
folders.

clubhouse) that rolls gently through
the home counties countryside.
And in late May, a trip to East Anglia
saw me hit another milestone, with
Diss becoming my 900th course
played. The diary looks quieter now for
a while, but I look forward to making
further progress towards 1,000 soon.
Did you know? Notts was often
referred to as Hollinwell on account of
the Holy Well by its 8th tee, but last
year actually rebranded to Hollinwell,
The Home of Notts GC.
Denham in
Buckinghamshire

5

Holes the Honourable
Company of Edinburgh
Golfers played at Leith
Links, before moving to
Musselburgh then
Muirfield.

Why is North Berwick
the club for you?
The club is incredibly
friendly and inclusive,
something we’re very
proud of. For a club
that is almost 200
years old, we have a
thriving junior
programme and a
diverse membership.
I’ve yet to meet a
member I wouldn’t
enjoy a game with.
What are the special
features of the course?
The West Links has
some incredibly unique
features, including a
stone wall in front of
the 13th green, the
original Redan (a green
that slopes down and
away from you) and a
wild Biarritz green (one
with a deep gully) on
the 16th.
If you could make
changes to the course
or the club, what would
they be?
North Berwick is
probably the last great
unspoiled British links.
We have no consulting
architect, and the
course is pretty much
as it has been for the
last 100 years, with very
minor bunker changes.
And it’s better for it.
You’ll not find another
course like North
Berwick, which is why
people travel the world
to visit. While others
chase perfection, we
have perfection... and
it’s hole 14!
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HEART OF EAST ANGLIA
We base ourselves close to the Suffolk/Norfolk border
for a few days of golf in the east of England

Aldeburgh

A heathland feel
at Aldeburgh

The terrain at Aldeburgh often feels like true
linksland, but there’s certainly a heathland feel
here too. Birdies may be hard to come by due to
a distinct lack of par 5s, plus 12 par 4s over 400
yards off the tips, but this is a very, very good test
of golf played over fairways not quite as
gorse-lined as they once were prior to recent
thinning work. There’s still plenty of the vibrant
yellow shrub, though, but you are often now firing
along avenues that are slightly more lenient.
The 1st, 3rd and 5th – all members of
Aldeburgh’s 400+ par-4 club – will be tough
heading out if the wind is against, but toughest
of all is the 16th, a 478-yard brute of a par 4
whose fairway, thankfully, doesn’t rank among
Aldeburgh’s very narrowest. The short par-3 4th
is a cracker, with a huge, sleepered, horseshoe
bunker surrounding a large proportion of its
very long green.
Championship course: par 68, 6,603 yards
GF: round: £65-£125 Sun-Fri, £75-£150 Sat
SHOWSTOPPER

GREAT VALUE

Diss
The course starts with a trio of newer holes
before crossing the road and serving up a run
of heavily contoured greens. Things get really
interesting just short of the bowl-shaped 9th
green with a cluster of unusual humps and
hollows. The 13th is then a big par 4 with a long
approach across a gully, with the second of the
two closing par 5s seeming eminently gettable
at just 470 yards.
The excellent
par-3 12th
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Par 70, 6,206 yards
GF: round: £30-£39wd, £39-£44we;
twilight rates available

Photography: Geoff Ellis (golfworking.co.uk), Justin Minns

The 1st green
at Stowmarket

Stowmarket

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

This pretty parkland course
lies three miles out of town at
Finborough Park. It opens with
a generous par 5, although
there is water and an
awkward camber to think
about, and closes on a
shortish par 3 to a raised
green. In between, you’ll
remember the long, downhill
par-3 4th and the excellent
5th that hugs the River Rat.
There are testing trees to
contend with on the 6th and
13th, then a strong penultimate
hole where a tributary of the
river meanders down the left.

Stay
Brome Grange, Nr Eye, Suffolk
This three-star hotel in the centre of
East Anglia is a very handy, inexpensive
base from which to explore these
courses, with Diss Golf Club under two
miles away. It’s an extended former
coaching inn on the A140 serving a
dependable menu of old favourites. The
road network is good around here, with
all courses played on this trip well
under an hour away.

Par 69, 6,081 yards
GF: round: £55wd, £65we
VIEWS APLENTY

Where to go
The town of Bury St Edmunds offers a
lively eating-out scene. Pea Porridge on
Cannon Street is an independent
restaurant with a strong Mediterranean
theme that can proudly boast a
Michelin Star. The Old Cannon Brewery
on the same street is an excellent pub
where the on-site brewery creates 11
flagship brews, while the Greene King
Brewery has its own ‘beer cafe’.

Bury St Edmunds
Bury St Edmunds offers a well-conditioned
course and a thriving hub of a clubhouse with
one of the most extensive golf club menus I’ve
ever encountered. The layout is easy-walking
early on before a few more elevation changes
from the 10th, which plays straight uphill. You
drop down again on the dogleg-right 11th, where
the cross bunkers will make you think. The
back-to-back par 4s at 16 and 17 then top 900
yards in total, although 17 is mercifully downhill.
Par 72, 6,658 yards
GF: round: £70wd, £80we
HIDDEN GEM

The well-conditioned
Bury St Edmunds
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THE DRIVABLE PAR 4
Jeremy Ellwood dissects the challenge of reachable
two-shotters and looks at some of our best risk-reward holes
Photography GETTY IMAGES, ANDY HISEMAN, ROB SMITH

There is much to ponder
at Heythrop Park’s 6th
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he term ‘drivable’ is, of course,
open to interpretation as it
depends, first and foremost,
on how far you can drive the
golf ball! Yes, topography,
wind direction and firmness of ground will
then have a bearing on how much further you
might be able to sometimes hit it. But if, as a
male golfer, you can’t hit the ball much over
200 yards in still conditions, it’s unlikely any par
4 will ever be drivable for you.
At the other end of the scale, tour pros are
regularly now making mincemeat of holes
measuring 350+ yards, sometimes even up to
400 yards. Given this wide gulf in hitting
distances, I’m going to focus here on the kind
of hole many golfers might anticipate being
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The 15th on
Celtic Manor’s
Twenty Ten
course

drivable on certain days – those short par 4s in
the region of 260 to 300 yards for men and
perhaps 40 yards less for women.
Should every golf course have a drivable par
4 like that? I believe so, because while there
are many holes where par is a very good score
for most golfers, isn’t it nice to also have some
where you stand on the tee and think, “You
know what - I reckon I could just about get
there today”. Who doesn’t relish the prospect
of a two-putt birdie and the chance to get the
scorecard heading in the right direction?
My first home club at The Nevill in Tunbridge
Wells didn’t really have one, with the 8th the
shortest par 4 at 364 yards. But most other
clubs I’ve been a member of have had par 4s
that really dangle the carrot at times. My
current home club at Ashdown West in Sussex
has at least three that are sometimes in range
in its 4th, 8th and 15th holes, with the 15th the
most drivable of the trio despite being the
longest at 311 yards, as it plays mostly downhill
before rising gently to the green.
But the fact that a hole might be drivable
doesn’t mean you should always be
attempting to drive it. Varying degrees of
risk-reward play a big role on many short par
4s, so even if you’re sure you could reach and
are contemplating opening your shoulders, it
may not always be the wisest thing for your
scorecard. That 15th at Ashdown, for example,
doglegs gently right, and big trouble can
await if you hit it too straight into the lefthand copse or let it drift too far right into
deeper woodland.
At Crowborough Beacon in Sussex where I
was a member for several years, the short
dogleg-left 11th was in range but risky as the
apex was protected by trees that were getting
ever taller. And you really needed to be able to
hit a high draw – no mean feat.

Dennis Newnham, the head pro, advised
hitting a mid-iron off the tee, then a wedge or
9-iron in to make four at worst. I rarely went for
it, and many drivable par 4s do, indeed, need
to be treated with a healthy dose of respect.
Yes, a birdie or rare eagle would be very nice,
but if you mess up and rack up a big number, it
can be hard to come to terms with.
Self-recrimination abounds: “Why on earth
did I try to do that? Why didn’t I just hit mid-iron
and wedge then move on!” Then again,
where’s the fun in that!
At Holtye close to home, there are two par 4s
you can have a go at – the 1st, which means
hugging the main road quite keenly, and the
5th, which plays from an elevated tee to a
reachable green, although the sloping fairway
can lead to all sorts of dodgy bounces.
A psychological challenge
It’s a hole that reminds me very much of the
fabulous short par-4 9th at Grantown-on-Spey
in Scotland, a downhill 275-yarder with a
backdrop of pines and the distant Cromdale
Hills. Everything about it makes you want to
have a go, even if you all too easily forget that
when you’re hitting it a bit harder, accuracy
sometimes goes out of the window pretty
quickly. That is the added beauty of the
drivable par 4 – it plays with your mind and
sometimes goads you in to attack when
defence may be the better option. Courses
with no such hole are missing out on this
psychological conundrum.
Perhaps the most famous drivable par 4 in
GB&I is the mischievous 10th at The Belfry, star
of several Ryder Cups. Nearly everyone who
plays this 300-yarder wants to have a go, but
such is the level of risk and the degree of
precision required to avoid the water and trees
and find the tiny
target, the odds are
stacked against you.
Others in the risky
bracket would be the
15th on Celtic Manor’s
Twenty Ten course
and the 14th at Loch
Lomond. These two
90˚ dogleg-right holes
are different to The
Belfry in that their
drivability comes
through spurning the
conventional lefthand fairway route
and taking a direct
shot at the green
across the corner,
making them much
shorter than their
scorecard yardage.
In both cases,
though, the penalty

for miscues can be severe in the form of
water, trees and/or thick rough. It’s the
same at Royal Cinque Ports on the Kent
Coast, where the short 6th, with its hidden
green perched atop a steep bank by the
sea wall, may tempt you. But shot shape,
carry and distance all have to be spot-on
and, for most, the risk-reward balance will
be weighted too much towards the former.
Other less famous courses I’ve played in
recent years with good risk-reward short
par 4s include Gerrards Cross in
Buckinghamshire, where the 6th is
eminently reachable at 277 yards gently
downhill. The sloping fairway and
surrounding trees mean ultra-precision is
required, but it comes immediately after a
steeply uphill par 3 and tough opening
stretch where dropped shots are
commonplace, so the temptation to go
chasing might be too much to resist.
Heythrop Park in Oxfordshire is another
course with a tempting 6th hole, this time a
300-yarder that doglegs around a fishing
lake on the left with a small copse of trees
protecting the direct route. Do you play safe,
lay up and wedge on, take it on with a big
draw around the copse or perhaps even
attempt a very risky long power fade over
the lake? As with all these holes, you have a
choice to make based on the conditions on
the day, the level of risk involved, your ability
to hit any of the specialist shots required to
take it on… and, finally, your ability to deal
with the consequences mentally should it all
go wrong and you rack up a big number on
a hole that looks a straightforward par on
the scorecard.

The 6th at
Royal Cinque
Ports in Kent

The narrow
green on
Kington’s
closing hole

trees and bushes then come into
play. Take it on and you need to be
precise and get the right bounce,
for there are surely few things
more disappointing in golf than
messing up badly on a final hole
that can be easily reached.
Many can reach the 18th on the
Old Course in St Andrews from
certain tees or in certain
conditions, but there are other
potentially drivable holes out there
on our most revered links of all,
including the 9th and 10th. I
suppose you could class these as
low-risk, risk-reward holes
because although there’s gorse
and some nasty bunkers to avoid,
the two holes play side-by-side so there is the
feeling of a bit more space. A less
claustrophobic feel can sometimes encourage
you to swing more freely than when you know
you really have to steer it down there.
Perhaps the ultimate low-risk drivable par 4
on a famous old links is the 18th at Prestwick,
which hosted the first 12 Open Championships.
Stretching to just 288 yards off the tips, and
with relatively few places where you can come
a serious cropper, it provides the perfect
opportunity to finish with a flourish.
Playing, as I do, at a club where the closing
hole is comfortably the hardest par 4 on the
course and arguably the hardest finishing hole
in Sussex, what I wouldn’t give to have a
Prestwick-style finishing hole. It all but
eliminates the chance of completely throwing
away all the hard work of the previous threeand-a-half hours in ten minutes!

Finishing with a flourish
That definitely applies to the 18th at Kington
in Herefordshire, which is a mere 279 yards
down a steep enough hill to mean you may
not even require driver. However, the green
is narrow with steep banks all around, and
the terrain slopes away to the right where

Prestwick’s 18th
is a relatively
risk-free hole
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COURSES
HIDDEN GEMS
By Rob Smith

JH Taylor designs
Influential at several famous courses, JH Taylor was also involved
in the design of many delightful but less well-known layouts

Knowle
Tucked away in the leafy suburbs to the
south-east of Bristol, Knowle is a delightful
parkland layout that is distinguished by a
raised ridge that runs through the middle
of the course. This adds to its strategic
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demands and the lovely views on offer
internally and beyond. Accuracy rather than
brute force is the key to success here. The five
short holes are particularly appealing, and the
raised approaches to the 1st, 4th and 17th
The 17th at
greens will call for perfect club selection.
Knowle is a terrific
GF: round: £40 Mon-Thu
par 4 played up to a
raised green cut into the
hillside – if in any
doubt, take one
more club!

Photography: Geoff Ellis (golfworking.co.uk), Andy Hiseman

Goring & Streatley
JH Taylor extended the original nine-hole
course in the late 1920s, when the club
purchased land on the other side of the road at
the top of the hill. The result is an intriguing and
quite unusual mix of the newer holes on higher,
more level ground and a dramatic rise and fall
before and after. At 6,265 yards from the back
tees, the par is 71 and the greens are noted for
their pace and quality. If you are lucky, you may
look down on red kites flying below you.
GF: round: £41-£51

Buckpool
The five-time Open Champion designed this
course on the outskirts of the fishing port of
Buckie in 1933. This is a linksy, hilltop, parkland
hybrid set on easy-walking turf overlooking the
Moray Firth. There are views over the town and
out to sea, and each nine has two short holes
and a par 5. There are also several short par 4s
that the big hitters will be tempted to attack.
With rolling fairways flanked by gorse, the
undulating greens add to the challenge.
GF: round: £40

Littlehampton
There aren’t too many links along England’s
south coast, but one exception is this easywalking course. JH Taylor’s collaboration with FG
Hawtree saw the layout expanded and
upgraded into today’s full 18, creating a peaceful
haven of free-draining golf with a snaking
stream that comes into play on a number of
holes. The course is part of a nature reserve and
the clubhouse balcony is a lovely, relaxing spot.
GF: round: £45wd, £55we

Ogbourne Downs
This is another Taylor/Hawtree collaboration,
this time from scratch when the club decided
to relocate in the 1920s. The attractive downland
course has two loops that run up into the chalky
hills and back, with the first seven a gentle
rollercoaster climb before you plummet back at
the 8th and 9th. Two stars on the back nine are
the long, sweeping par-4 14th and the tough
one-shotter that follows.
GF: round: £40wd, £50we
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Bill Elliott
It is, as someone once said,
the soaring hope, the fevered
expectation, that kills you in
the end. Well, I’m still here,
although disappointment flies
through my bones like some
unwelcome and irritated alien.
Why? Well, a few days ago I
had a tee time to play golf
with my sons at Goodwood.
Big deal? Yes, for me it was. I’ve
played one round this year at
the end of March. I was awful.
Rather, my right knee was
awful, the pain severe as bone
scraped on bone.

ready to return to the fairway. Anyway, the day before this round,
the weather forecast turned bleakly nasty. Not just heavy rain but
thunder and stuff. When you’ve got as much metal in your body
as I have – my left knee was replaced 18 years ago thanks to TMR,
Too Much Rugby – this is weather to studiously avoid.
This is not the worst thing to happen to me so far on my
camel’s journey through the desert of life but, still, it was a bit
hard to take. What the last 18 months have shown to us is that
when we’re prevented from doing lots of things we have taken
for granted over many years it is the simpler stuff that we miss
the most. Golf, while technically quite complex, has been one of
my simpler joys. I’m sure you’re the same.
I’m now scheduled to rejoin the lads in a few days time to have
another go. TBF – To Be Fair – I have managed to hit 50 balls at a
practice range in between times. Of these balls, 38 were almost
shanked, seven were topped and five were hit H-D (HalfDecently). This is not
encouraging, but I still want to
get out there and malfunction
in the fresh air.
What the last few months
have made me realise again
is the determined, solitary
journey through rehab pain
that all athletes must undergo
following injury. Towards the
top of this list is, of course,
Tiger Woods. The Great One
has endured a long
experience of rehab for many issues over the years, but he
admits that this latest series is more painfully challenging than
anything he has ever had to go through.
Right now his goal is to walk more or less properly again.
Playing elite level competitive golf once more is sure to be on his
mind but is not, at this point, a target. If anyone can achieve
maximum recovery from that car crash then it is Tiger. His body
may be weakened, but he retains the strongest mind I have ever
witnessed in pro sport and, no matter how many skilled physios
you have helping, the hardest yards of rehab must be
undertaken alone.
Elsewhere, no one, surely, was surprised to see Jon Rahm win his
first Major at the US Open. The Spaniard’s ability has been obvious.
What has been questioned is his ability to withstand the slings and
arrows of misfortune and the errors that attack everyone who has
a chance of such a win. In the past his volatility has crushed him,
but at this US Open he finally found a way to embrace the
fluctuating challenge and use it as inspiration and not an excuse
for failure. TTFN (work that one out for yourself).

“Golf, while technically
q u i t e c o m p l ex , h a s b e e n
o n e o f m y s i m p l e r j o ys ”

Golf Monthly’s
editor-atlarge and Golf
Ambassador
for Prostate
Cancer UK
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I knew this was to be my
temporary swansong as I was
booked in to have a TKR on
April 6 (that’s a Total Knee
Replacement by the way). You
don’t get anywhere in the
medical world if you’re not up
to scratch on acronyms, a bit
like LOD (Line Of Duty, pay
attention at the back).
Towards the end of June I had
to have a MUA (Manipulation
Under Anaesthetic, c’mon, you
must be getting into this by
now) to try to improve the flex.
You may have heard the yelp.
Glory be it worked and
though the joint is still on the
sore side of pleasant, I felt
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Welcome

T

here isn’t a golfer on the
planet who doesn’t want to
hit it longer and straighter,
be it with a driver, fairway
wood, hybrid or long-iron. The
satisfaction you feel when outdriving
your playing partners, reaching a
par-5 in two or finding the green on
a drivable par-4 is up there with
anything our game can offer.
That’s why, with the help of some
of GM’s Top 25 Coaches, we’ve
compiled this Ultimate Long-Game
Guide. We have tips and drills for all
the clubs at the top end of your bag,
which we hope will save you shots
when you’re next out on the course.
Whatever your handicap, we’re
confident there will be something
over the next 29 pages to help you
find more yards, more fairways and
more greens.
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ULTIMATE LONG-GAME GUIDE
DRIVING
By Top 25 Coach Peter Finch
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How to add yards

An exaggerated example of
how you can use the ground
to generate more power

1

Power from the ground
Golf has become much more of a power game,
and a few extra yards can give you shorter clubs in
or bring longer par 4s or even par 5s into range. So
how do you go about generating more power?
Look to your main power sources first – the legs and
the ground. Try to feel as though you’re pushing down

4

more into your left side with your body as you start down
from the top, as Rory does, then move back up again as
you actually hit through to draw power up from the
ground. The best players in the world move upwards
and back a little bit through the ball, staying behind it
with the sternum. You could try this without a club first to
get a feel for the movements.

2

Faster torso turn
Think of the golf swing as an
inner wheel (the hips and
torso) turning an outer
wheel (the arms and club). Moving
the inner wheel quicker will
generate more power if everything
turns in the correct sequence of
hips, torso, chest, shoulders, arms
and club.
This is a timing thing, and again,
practising it slowly without a club
will highlight if anything is out of
sequence. I’ll be honest, it’s not easy
re-aligning the sequence, but it’s
not easy hitting it hard! But if you
can get the sequencing right, more
yards will follow.
The wrists are
fully cocked...

4

Bend the left elbow
This may go against what
you’ve heard, and yes,
keeping the left arm
straight might add consistency. But
a slightly bent left elbow adds in
another lever that can also
generate more power as you
extend it back out. Quite a few
long-drive champions do this, and
there’s an element of it in Jordan
Spieth’s swing, too. This could be
something to consider if you’re
struggling to generate power in
other ways, and might particularly
help older golfers who find it hard to
keep the left arm straight at the top.

...and released
into the ball

3

Time your release
Your wrists and the shaft
form a lever, and releasing
this lever well will add
power. As you come back down to
the ball, your wrists should remain
fully cocked until your arms are
about parallel to the ground. They
then need to go from this position
into extension as you come through
the ball.
Hold on to the angle for too long
or release it too early and you’ll be
robbing yourself of power and
distance. Practise this by starting
with your arms parallel to the
ground and the wrists fully cocked.
Then focus on making sure that
angle is gone around impact.
Extend and stretch down the line
post-impact, rather than recocking the wrists again too early
in the follow-through.

Bending the left elbow
could help you gain
more distance
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DRIVING
By Top 25 Coach Kevin Craggs
with PGA Professional Ben Craggs

Create more speed

Hover the club at address. This
reduces tension in your forearms
and allows you to make a more freeflowing, fluid and powerful swing.

6

1

You need to hit the ball on the
upswing with your driver to
maximise power. Set the ball
forward in your stance and
don’t be afraid to tee it up high.

2

As you turn back, your weight should
naturally move on to your back foot
– this happens as a result of your
body rotation. Do not try to force the
weight shift by swaying off the ball (away
from the target) – this will hamper the quality
of your strike.

3

In the finish position, your weight
should be over your front foot and
your midriff should be pointing at the
target. You should be balanced and
able to hold this position for several seconds
until the ball lands – a sign that you’ve put a
good swing on it.

Power
and control
These elements go
hand in hand. If you try to
guide the ball towards
the fairway, you are
likely to lose out
on both.
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By Top 25 Coach Keith Williams

Find more fairways

1

Accuracy off the tee can be
helped by starting with a few
basics. Focus on making a
balanced swing with good
weight shift, then getting up on to
the right toe in the follow-through.
See how I’ve made a full turn
towards the target here. Everything
is balanced and in control.

8

2

It’s helpful to get a good idea of the initial
direction of the ball’s journey and your shot
shape. Use a couple of alignment sticks at the
range to create a gate. I’d also recommend
using face tape or spray to show how consistently you’re
finding the centre of the clubface.

Caution
Erratic drivers of
the ball often get
stuck on the back foot. You
need to complete the
swing. I always say,
‘Square yourself
up with your
body’.

3

Amateurs don’t tend to give the tee box and
how it can be used to their advantage enough
thought. Here, I’ve placed my ball to the righthand side so I can play away from the trouble.
I’m aiming at the left edge of the fairway bunkers in the
distance, as this is the centre of the fairway. Just commit
to your normal swing and trust yourself.
9
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By Top 25 Coach Clive Tucker

Driving in the wind

1

Not like an iron shot
The drive I’m hitting here is
from the spectacular 18th tee
at Trump International, where
the prevailing wind is into your face.
If you had an iron in hand from tee
or fairway here, you might think
about leaning more on your left side
at address to help deloft the club.
But that approach won’t work very
well with a driver, as you still need to
launch the ball up into the air and
make good contact.

You must not try to
deloft your driver
10

Reduce your swing
speed by around
ten per cent

2

Reduce speed and spin
The simplest ways to control your driver flight
into the wind are: 1) play for your normal shape
and 2) reduce your swing speed by around five
to ten per cent. The former is important as it’s often
when you try to hit a shape you’re not comfortable with
that things can go wrong. The latter helps to reduce the
grip between clubface and ball at impact, thus reducing
the spin and helping to keep the flight down a little.
Hit a shape you’re
comfortable with

Drop your right
shoulder down a
touch at address

Keep your head a
little behind the
ball at impact

Tee the ball up a
fraction higher

3

Make hay downwind
The good news about
downwind drives is that
they typically fly straighter
with less sideways curve. The best
way to take full advantage is to hit it
a little bit higher. To do this, take your
usual set-up, with the ball just inside
the left heel and the shaft more or
less vertical. There are then just two
small changes to make. Firstly, tee
the ball up just a fraction higher. The
second is to drop your right
shoulder down a touch at address
so your top half is a little more tilted
away from the ball. From here, make
sure you keep your head a little
behind the ball at impact as this will
help you launch it higher. The lower
right shoulder will encourage this.
11
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Practice
makes perfect

1

On the range you should
cultivate your natural shot, as
this will be the easiest one for
you to repeat and execute
under pressure on the course.
Choose a specific target and check
that your set-up and aim are
aligned to allow you to hit that
natural shape. Selecting your most
accurate tee-shot club is important,
too, so don’t be frightened to go for
a 3- or 5-wood if necessary.

Caution
Avoid pounding
drive after drive. Take
a step back, vary your
targets and give every
shot your full
attention.
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2

Before a competition
round, I’d advise against
getting too technical
and worrying over
certain positions. Rather, focus
on the basics, such as alignment
and ball position. Then, aim for
quality over quantity. Hit a
maximum of 20 drives.

3

Concentrate on completing
your turn in the backswing,
a good weight shift and
finishing in a balanced
position with your body fully turned
towards the target.

4

Being able to adapt
your ball flight to
variable conditions is a
prerequisite of
successful golfers. Hit a few
drives with the ball teed up
higher, and a few lower, and
you’ll be better prepared.
13
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1

Fairway wood tips

Two crucial elements
There are two fundamental keys at the heart of
good fairway wood play – ball position and
posture. At address, set the ball just inside your left
heel. This will allow you to create a shallow angle of
attack that helps you sweep the ball off the top of the

turf (many amateurs are too steep into the ball). Then, if
your spine angle is set correctly at address and you
maintain it through to impact, your chances of a good
strike are greatly improved. So when practising, think
‘ball position’ and ‘posture’ – concentrate on these
elements and you’ll hit much better shots.

The ball should
be just inside
your left heel...

...to help promote a
sweeping action
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2

Go low
As we have already mentioned, the key to a
good strike with your fairway woods is a
sweeping action. However, making adjustments
to your angle of attack can be difficult. A great way to
help you shallow out your attack angle without thinking
too technically about the swing is to picture striking the
ball below the equator. Concentrate on a spot low on
the ball, but try to avoid taking too much of a divot. This
gives you the sort of visualisation you need for the
perfect fairway wood contact.

3

Ground support
When talking about wedge play, particularly
bunker shots, we often refer to the bounce of the
club. I think the same principle applies with your
fairway woods. Through impact, the ground should
support the strike – by that, I mean allowing the club to
‘bounce’ through impact and not get stuck in the turf.
Make some practice swings and feel the sole of the club
‘bouncing’ off the turf through the impact area. If the club
doesn’t get stuck in the turf, you’ll have a bigger margin
for error. Once you have the right feel, hit a shot for real.

Aim to strike the ball
below the equator

4

Stabilise the swing
Coaches often say power
comes from the ground,
but what does this actually
mean? Well, a strong, stable
lower-body base allows you to
make a full, athletic turn and offers
you the purchase to drive through
the downswing. Take your address
position but hold the shaft of the
club, imagining you are a
weightlifter holding a heavy bar. You
should feel that your core muscles
are strong and engaged and that
your legs are very stable in this
position. Rotate to the top of the
backswing and try to maintain the
flex in your right knee.

Practise getting your club
to ‘bounce’ through impact

Imagine you’re
a weightlifter

Maintain the flex in
your right knee
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Better strikes
guaranteed

1

Chase the ball
The 3-wood off a tight fairway…
I really believe this is a shot of
mind over matter. You have
got to believe that the 15˚ or 16˚ loft
on the clubface will actually lift the
ball up off the turf! Many golfers
don’t and try to help the ball up into
the air, which achieves exactly the
opposite effect.
You’ll see a lot of club golfers stand
back through impact with the weight
remaining on the back foot. Really
chase after the ball through impact
and into the follow-through. Keep
everything wide, rather than just
picking at the ball. Also, go down the
grip two or three centimetres (below)
as this will bring added control.
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2
Stand tall
at address

3

Set-up keys
Good posture is absolutely
essential, so make sure you
stay tall at address. Set-up
and ball position are very important,
too. As with all woods, the ball
should be just inside the heel of your
front foot. Many golfers have the ball
too far back, thinking this shot needs
a downward action to get it up in
the air, as is the case with an iron.
In fact, the opposite is true here
– it needs a sweeping action, which
you will only achieve with the ball
further forward in your stance. Place
a club at right angles to the front
foot when practising to confirm the
ball is in the right place.

Ball position
is critical

Sweep not steep
The fairway wood swing
should be a big, wide circle
as you turn back and then
through. Width is critical both on the
way back and on the follow-through
after sweeping the ball away. There
should be a slight grazing of the
grass but no real divot at impact, as
you would get with an iron strike.
Really try to convince yourself that
you are chasing the ball and club
down the line.
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By Top 25 Coach Peter Dawson

Hybrids made easy

1

Play it like an iron
Although hybrids may have the
appearance of mini woods,
you need to set up and swing
the same as you would with an iron.
Leave the ball in the same position
at address as with a long-iron and
make an iron swing, looking to take
a little divot after the ball.
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2

Master of design
Hybrids have virtually replaced the longest irons
now, and for good reason. The shafts are
fractionally longer, but thanks to wide soles,
shallow faces and more clubhead weight further back
from the clubface, they make it so much easier to get
the ball up in the air from long range.

3

Better from the rough
Another great thing about
hybrids is their capability
from the rough. It’s
notoriously difficult to hit a long-iron
when the ball is sitting down two or
three centimetres, whereas the
hybrid is better designed to glide
through. If you’re still carrying a mix
of long-irons and hybrids, forget
about your long-irons from the
rough and rely on your hybrids to
help you progress your ball a good
distance when you’ve strayed off
line. But be realistic – if your ball is
sitting down in heavier rough, even
the hybrid should stay in the bag as
you focus on just getting it back in
play with a wedge or 9-iron.

Hybrids are much
more suitable from
the rough than longirons, but you also
need to be realistic
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Stop
pushing
your
irons

1

One of the most common
reasons for pushes and blocks
is poor clubface control. The
way the wrists move in the
swing has a direct influence on the
face. Take a ruler and place it under
the fastener of your glove so it runs
flat against the back of your hand
and up the start of your forearm –
as shown here.

20

2

Now, make a backswing.
‘Sweep’ the club away
without changing the lead
wrist angle. Most golfers who
push and block would feel the ruler
start to dig into the hand and
forearm as the lead wrist tries to
‘cup’. Then, as they move down, the
clubface is open.

3

The ruler flattens the wrist and gets the
clubface in a more neutral position. If we can
keep that feeling all the way down, it will help
prevent the clubface from opening up. Instead,
the clubface will remain square (perpendicular) to the
circle of your swing.

Caution
Don’t worry
about hitting balls
initially. Instead, rehearse
the swing in stages so you’re
aware of the ruler and what
this says about the
position of the
clubface.
21
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Improve your
weight transfer

1

This is the ideal position to
get into at the top of the
backswing. Note how my
chest has moved and
coiled over the inside of my rear
foot. I have about 70 per cent of
my weight on the centre of my
right foot at the top of my
backswing. The transition
should then start by allowing
the knees and hips to shift first,
followed by the upper torso.

22

2

You can use alignment sticks to improve your
awareness of loading and unloading weight
through your swing. At impact (left), all my
weight has gone into the back of the ball to give
me maximum clubhead speed and distance. This
sequencing has helped me move into a balanced finish,
with my body facing the target and the majority of my
weight over my left foot (below).

3

I like to encourage anyone struggling with poor
weight transfer to use this simple drill, with or
without a club. Lift your left foot as you swing
back to get a better feel of the load moving on
to your right foot (main photo). Then, as you swing
through, lift your right foot off the ground to help release
the weight into your left side (inset photo).

Caution
Don’t ‘throw’ the
club at the top of the
backswing – a common fault
that makes it difficult to square
the face at impact. Note
how I don’t move off
the ball.
23
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Find your rhythm

1

Rhythm and weight shift
For me, rhythm and weight transfer are closely
linked. A good tempo allows you to make an
athletic, technically sound transfer of weight, and if
you can time it correctly, you’ll improve both your power
and accuracy.

Take your normal posture and then, without a club,
swing your arms back and through, mimicking a half- to
three-quarter-length swing. By taking the club and ball
away, you are making a more instinctive sporting
motion. Your weight will naturally move with your arms
in the backswing and through swing.

Practise
swinging back
and through
without a club
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Push the
ball away
from the
target...

2

Takeaway tips
A smooth start to the swing
will create a chain reaction
that will have a positive
overall effect. Importantly, the golf
swing begins from the left shoulder,
working in one line with the
clubhead. As you start to move, the
hips begin to turn a moment later

...for a smooth
start to the swing

3

Checkpoints
Having worked on the
takeaway, it is now worth
checking if the club has
been set off on the correct path. The
most common mistake is to snatch
the club away on the inside – you
can check this by taking it back to
the halfway point. In this position, the
club should be parallel to your target
line and you should be able to see
two knuckles on your left hand. This is
an ideal halfway-back position and
it’s well worth checking you’re on the
right path every time you practise.

and the left knee moves inwards to
facilitate that hip turn. You can
practise this by placing a second
ball behind your clubhead at
address. Simply try to push that
second ball away from the target as
smoothly as you can – this
facilitates a desirable takeaway and
a fluid rhythm.
Practise the
correct sequence
from the top

4

Relay racing
The most important
element to get right for
good rhythm is the start of
the downswing. I describe this as a
relay race – the hips and legs start
by settling back to their original
set-up position, without a big lateral
weight shift. Then the torso begins to

turn back, which brings the arms
down to a point where the left arm is
roughly parallel with the ground but
the wrists are fully hinged. The torso
goes quiet and the release phase
begins with the wrists uncocking,
propelling the clubhead into the ball.
At impact, the arms are now
running the final leg; the club hits the

ball and the release is completed
when both wrists and arms are fully
extended. This is the correct
sequence from the top. You can
practise it by swinging slowly,
concentrating on the different
phases and gradually adding speed.
Devote some time to this and you will
hit longer, straighter shots.
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Master the draw

For a more
consistent way to
turn the ball from
right to left, focus
on set-up changes
rather than relying
on your hands
through the ball.

1

To manufacture a draw –
around a tree, for example, as
here – you need to set up with
feet, hips and shoulders aiming
well to the right, and the clubface
closed to your body alignment but
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still open to the target. It’s important
to remember this last point,
because if the clubface is closed to
both target and swing path, you will
simply hook the ball into the tree
you’re trying to avoid!

Caution
You can hit a
draw using your
hands and wrists more
through the ball, but this is
likely to prove more
inconsistent.

2

Another common mistake is that many golfers
know they need to close the clubface to draw
the ball, but they do it in the wrong way or at the
wrong time by gripping the club and then
closing the face down. You actually need to do it the
other way round – close the clubface down first and
then take your normal grip, rather than taking your grip
and then closing the clubface with your hands.

3

With modern equipment, most pro golfers can
now hit a fade as far as a draw. However,
amateurs would benefit from learning to hit a
draw as many of the movements needed are
natural power generators. The key to the power draw is to
generate an even shallower angle of attack, as I’m doing
here, as you want to be hitting up and out to the right with
your driver, rather than down on the ball as with an iron.
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ULTIMATE LONG-GAME GUIDE
STRATEGY
By Top 25 Coach Kevin Craggs
with PGA Professional Ben Craggs

Prepare for pressure

1

Having already selected the club and the type of
shot, stand behind your ball and pick your target.
Be as specific as possible and draw an imaginary
line from a spot in the distance back through your
ball. Pick a mark just in front of you on the line to make
your alignment as precise as possible.
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2

Now step into the ball and take care to align
the clubface with that imaginary line. The
clubface will become your reference point for
your body alignment. You should then check
your clubface alignment one last time before you set
your stance.

Routine
is key...
Competing well under
pressure requires a clarity of
thought that can be hard to find
when you’re trying to build
a score. A simple
pre-shot process
will help.

3

Now build a stance that’s square to your
clubface. Your feet, hips and shoulders should
all be parallel to your ball-to-target line. This is
the only truly static position in the swing, so no
excuses for getting it wrong! Hover your driver head at
address to prevent tension creeping into your forearms.

4

You are now in the best position possible to hit
a good shot, so don’t freeze at address. Keep
your grip pressure light and as soon as you are
ready to swing, pull the trigger. Try not to have
more than one swing thought and then commit to the
movement you are trying to make.
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ULTIMATE LONG-GAME GUIDE
STRATEGY
By Top 25 Coach Andrew Reynolds

Don’t fear
tight drives
Pick a small target
beyond the fairway

1

Aim small, miss small
The tight drive with trouble on both sides fills most
golfers with dread. The one I’m facing here has
water up the left and thick rough up the right, so we
need a change of strategy and a change of thinking to
really focus on finding the fairway. I would recommend
picking out a small target point beyond the fairway or
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on the horizon, and then taking dead aim on that exact
spot. In this case, it’s a little post in the distance, so I’m
going to work hard on really aiming at, and hitting it on
that line. By focusing on a very small target, even if you
miss, you’ll probably still end up on the fairway. If you just
aim at ‘the fairway’, you could end up anywhere. So think
small, aim small, miss small.

Pick your spot and take
time over your set-up

2

Clubface alignment
Take a little more time over
clubface alignment on tight
drives. A good idea is to
check your line from behind the ball,
then pick out an exact spot on the
tee to hit over – perhaps a blemish,
small stone or tee. Jack Nicklaus
used to do this and there’s usually
something on your line you can use,
although you can’t deliberately put
something down. Make sure you set
up with the clubface aiming exactly
over this spot, and work hard on
getting everything square.

3

Shot-pattern catalogue
We’ve all got different
swings and different swing
speeds, and this exercise
will help when you face a tight drive.
Take your three longest clubs and
hit nine shots with each. Three with
each club should be your very
hardest swing; three what you feel
to be a smooth swing; and three
taking ten per cent off your smooth
swing. Catalogue where each ball
goes; there will be a pattern.

You must have some
intent to your swing

4

Practise different
swing speeds
and note shot
patterns

Use that catalogue
If you find that your flat-out
swings go a little bit left, for
example, you’ll know that if
there’s OOB up the right, a flat-out
swing should take that right-hand
side out of play. If your smooth
swing less ten per cent with a
3-wood drifts right, use that swing
on tight drives with trouble up the
left, and so on. You can’t just get
over the ball and be hopeful when
you face a tight drive; you’ve got to
have some intent to your swing.
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